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LIBERAL BIAS IN THE LEGAL ACADEMY: 
OVERSTATED AND UNDERVALUED 
Michael Vitiello * 
I. INTRODUCTION 
By many accounts, universities are hotbeds of left-wing 
radicalism. 1 Often fueled by overreaching administrators, right-
wing bloggers and radio talk show hosts rail against the sup-
pression of free speech by the "politically correct" left wing. 2 
Over the past twenty years, numerous and mostly conservative 
commentators have published books decrying radical professors 
and their efforts to force their own political vision on their stu-
dents. 3 Most recently , former Communist turned hard-right 
• Distinguished Pr ofesso r and Scholar, Pacific McGeorge School of Law; B.A. 
Swarthmore, 1969; J.D . University of Penn sylvania, 1974. I want to extend special 
thanks to a wonderful group of research assistants who ran down obscure footnotes and 
converted oddball citation s into Bluebook form-thanks to Cameron Desmond, Oona 
Mallett, Alison Terry, Jennifer L. Williams, and to my colleagues Greg Pingree and 
University of Mississippi Profes sor Michael Hoffhe imer for their helpful input. I also 
want to single out thr ee left leanin g professors who inspired many of the thoug ht s in 
this article. My colleague Brian Landsberg and my for mer colleague Jo shua Dr ess ler 
demon strat e the best traits of liberal law professors. Both in th e classroom and in pri-
vate di scussions, they ask ha rd questions and do not acce pt superficia l answers. Both 
have helped me repeat ed ly in casual conversatio ns , at works-in-progress, and in com-
ment s on drnft s of articles. Finally , I want to dedicate this article to my brother Justin 
Vitiello, recent ly retired from Temp le University in Philadelphia where he taught in the 
Italian Departm ent. His politics lean far to th e left and yet I doubt th at any of his stu-
den t s could claim bias . He was a passionate teac her, comm itt ed to hi s subject matter 
and to hi s students. Hi s inten s ity in spire d generations of s tudent s to learn from him. 
I DAVlD HOROWITZ, THE PROFESSORS: THE 101 MOST DANGEROUS ACADEMICS IN 
AMERICA (2006); DINESH D'SOUZA, ILLIBERAL EDUCATION: THE POLITICS OF RACE AND 
SEX ON CAMPUS (Free Press 1998) (1991) ; ROGER KIMBALL, TENURED RADICALS: How 
POLITICS HAS CORRUPTED OUR HIGHER EDUCATION (rev. ed . 1998) (1990); ALA.'l 
CHARLES KORS & HARVEY A. SILVERGLATE, THE SHADOW UNIVERSITY: THE BETRAYAL OF 
LIBERTY ON AMERICA'S CAMPUSES (Harper P erennia l 1999) (1998). 
2 FrontP age Magazine, http://www.frontpagemag.com (last visi ted May 16, 2007); 
Students for Academic Freedom, http://www. st ud entsforacademicfreedom.org/ (last 
vis it ed May, 16, 2007); Campus Watch: Monitoring Middle East Studies on Campus, 
http://www.campus-watch.org/ (last vis ited May 16, 2007). 
3 See, e.g., JIM NELSON BLACK, FREEFALL OF THE AMERICAN UNIVERSITY: How OUR 
COLLEGES ARE CORRUPTING THE MINDS AND MORALS OF THE NEXT GENERATION (2004); 
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activist David Horowitz has lobbied legislatures to investigate 
the left-wing bias in state institutions and to enact a student 
bill of rights. 4 
According to Horowitz, students need protection not only 
because professors interject their political views into the class-
room, but also because professors demonstrate an overwhelming 
left -wing bias. 5 Further, professors have stifled conservative 
students from openly discussing their ideas. 6 And worse, 
Horowitz raises concern that left-wing professors force their 
students to share their political views in order to get good 
grades. 7 
Until recently, little attention was focused on the left-wing 
leanings of law professors. Even when law professors have 
written about the problems of the politically correct, they have 
focused primarily on the excesses of undergraduate administra-
tors and professors. 8 More recently, however, the publication of 
ALLAN BLOOM, THE CLOSING OF THE AMERICAN MIND: How HIGHER EDUCATION HAS 
FAILED DEMOCRACY AND IMPOVERISHED THE SOULS OF TODAY'S STUDENTS (l 988); PETER 
COLLIER & DAVID HOROWITZ, SURVIVING THE PC UNIVERSITY: THE BEST OF HETERODOXY 
(Center for the Study of Popular Culture 1996) (1993); D'SOUZA, supra note 1; 
HOROWITZ, supra note 1; KIMBALL, supra note 1; KORS & SILVERGLATE, supra note l; 
BEN SHAPIRO, BRAINWASHED: How UNIVERSITIES INDOCTRINA'l'E AMERICA'S YOUTH 
(2004). 
4 See Students for Academic Freedom, supra note 2 (follow "Horowitz Testimonies 
to Legislative Bodies" hyperlink under "Actions Nationwide" section); FrontPage Maga-
zine, http://www.frontpagemag.com/ Articles/Read .aspx?G UID=7C9ADC99-43A8-463F-
BC96-3B46613CCBFD (last visited May 16, 2007) (on fi..le with the Mississippi Law 
Journal). 
5 See HOROWITZ, supra note l; FrontPage Magazine, supra note 4. 
6 See HOROWITZ, supra note 1; FrontPage Magazine , supra note 4; Students for 
Academic Freedom, supra note 2. 
1 See HOROWITZ, supra note l; David Horowitz, How to Get an "A" at One Elite 
School , FrontPage Magazine (May 11, 2005) , http://www.frontpagemag.com/ 
Articles/Read.aspx?GUID=DE67CA4C-8E72-4404-934C-26DOA4949513 (on file with the 
Mississippi Law Journal). 
8 See, e.g., KENNETH LASSON, TREMBLING IN THE IVORY TOWER: EXCESSES IN THE 
PURSUIT OF TRUTH AND TENURE 113-90 (2003) . Lasson's book is largely a compilation of 
three of his law review articles; the article focusing most closely on the problems of the 
politically correct is Kenneth Lasson, Political Correctness Askew: Excesses in the Pur -
suit of Minds and Manners, 63 TENN. L . REV. 689 (1996), which draws most of its exam-
ples from undergraduate programs. 
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an empirical study of law professors' affiliations has increased 
attention on the leftward leanings oflaw professors.9 
After identifying an overwhelming liberal or left-wing bias 
in the legal a<'ademy, McGinnis, Schwartz and Tisdell's article 
(hereinafter the Georgetown study), in effect, hoists the left "on 
its own petard." 10 Nearly two decades ago, as many universities 
expanded groups qualifying for affirmative action, proponents of 
affirmative action abandoned its historical remedial purpose 
and argued instead that it served universities' need for intellec-
tual diversity and the representation of multiple points of 
vi2w. 11 Turning these arguments on the left, the Georgetown 
study points out the absence of int ellectual diversity, as demon-
strated by the overwhelming number of law professors who con-
tribute to liberal causes and are members of the Democratic 
9 John 0. McGinnis, Matthew A. Schwartz & Benjamin Tisdell, The Patterns and 
Implications of Political Contributions by Elite Law School Faculty, 93 GEO. L.J . 1167 
(2005). 
10 The phrase, meaning "hangman hanged by his own rope ," was coined by Shake-
speare in Hamlet and is based on a not-uncommon occurrence in medieval warfare 
wherein the engineer who lit the petard, a small bomb used to breach fortification walls 
and gates, was caught up in the rope used to hoist the bomb over the wall and was 
blown up by the device. Wikipedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki!Petard (last visited June 
14, 2007). 
11 Regents of Univ. of Cal. v. Bakke, 438 U.S. 265 (1978). In a split decision, with a 
narrow majority, the Court determined that a quota -type system as employed by the 
petitioner was prohibited, but that race could be considered as a factor in the admissions 
process. While four Justices upheld the quota system as an attempt to remedy prior 
disadvantages suffered as a result of racial prejudice, four would have denied it as vio-
lating Title VI. In Justice Powell 's opinion, which gave the fifth vote to the invalidation 
of the quota program, he compared the quota system with an approach that sought to 
include race as a "plus " factor but was not used to reserve certain admissions slot s for 
limited racial groups. Id. at 317. Of the rationales the petitioner forwarded to consider 
race in the process , only the one arguing for attaining a diverse student body withstood 
scrutiny. Id. at 311-12. Four Justices upheld using a racial quota in an attempt to rem -
edy prior disadvantages suffered as a result of racial prejudice, but Justice Powell noted 
that this rationale was premised on the "stigma" attached to the prior prejudice and not 
an interpretation of the Equal Protection Clause. Id. at 295 n.34. See also Grutter v. 
Bollinger, 539 U.S. 306 (2003) (finding that creating diversity on campus is a compelling 
intere st that can justify the use of a race-conscious admissions process for university 
admissions and endorsing the view forwarded by Justice Powell in Bakke). Prior to 
Grutter , many universities accepted Justice Powell's opinion in Bakke as precedent and 
applied his narrow interpretation that to be constitutional in its approach to race-
conscious admissions , they could not look at past stigma, but rather had to be cognizant 
of individual rights and could justify their approach by basing it on a compelling interest 
to create diversity on campus , as Justice Powell had asserted. 
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Party. 12 Whil e the Georgetown study is cautious in proposing 
remedies to liberal bias , 13 others have called for what amounts 
to affirmative action for a new group of und erre pres ent ed 
voices, essentially Republicans , and especially Republican 
women. 14 
Thi s ar ticle focuses on the assertion that law facultie s lean 
unacceptably to the left . Section II outlin es the attack, focusing 
mostly on Horowitz's efforts to enact measures aim ed at "cur-
in g'' liberal bias. It also discus ses the more recent attention di -
rected at the alleged discrimination against conservatives by 
law faculties. Section III describes the data that purport to 
show the hard left leanings of professor s gen erally and law pro-
fessors spec ificall y. Section IV examines the data more closely. 
It concedes that law faculties ma y be further left th an the legal 
pro fess ion as a whole, but th e data do not support the conclu-
sion that law faculties tilt far to the left. 15 It que st ion s the 
Georgetown stud y's methodolog y that skew ed the data. 16 The 
data lar gely equat e members hip in the Democrat ic Party with 
libera lism . No one can se riously cont end that membership in 
the Democrat ic Party is synonymous with libera lism. Furth er, 
relying on support for particular issu es like abortion rights is 
12 McGinnis, Schwartz & Tisde ll, supra note 9. See also HOR OWITZ, supra note 1, at 
XXX!ll·XXXV . 
13 McGinnis , Schwartz & Tisdell, supra note 9, at 1198. 
14 Cf. DVD: 2006 Ronald A. Cass, Dean Emeritus, Bosto n Universit y School of Law, 
debate with Michae l Vitiello, Pr ofessor of Law , University of Pa cific McGeorge School of 
Law (University of California at Davis King Hall School of Law 2006) (on file with the 
author) [hereinafter DVD] (indicating there is a marked effort to maintain a liberal bias 
in law school faculty and that those whose political views vary from liberal members of 
the hiring committee are less like ly to be hired , and that this bias should be corrected 
for the betterment of the academy by making sure tha t conse rvatives get jobs); 
McGinnis , Schwartz & Tisdell, supra note 9, at 1203 (discuss ing the advantages of "ideo-
logical diversity program [s]" and programs to ma ke sure there are "substantial numbers 
of conservatives and Republicans represented at faculty workshops and as visiting fac· 
ult y members" on law school campuses); id. at 1179 (stating that "while the percentage 
of politically active femal e law professo rs is almost as hig h as the percentage of politi-
cally active ma le professors, politically active female professors are su bsta ntially more 
Democratic than the ir male counterparts"). 
1s See infra note 146 and accompanying text . 
tG See infra notes 123-25, 134-38 and accompanying text. See also McGinnis, 
Schwartz & Tisde ll, supra note 9, at 1172-73. The authors exclude adjunct faculty on 
th e supposit ion that they do not "wield the same influence" as full-t ime faculty. Id. at 
1180. The authors furth er indicate that baby-boomer professors are the most liberal 
and that there appears to be a trend that Post-Baby Boomers are less libera l. Id . 
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not indicative of a person's overall political leanings. 17 Other 
data suggest that professors are more centrist than the critics 
contend. 18 Even conceding that law faculties are left of the po-
litical center, Section IV also considers whether law faculties 
discriminate in hiring practices. 19 Critics assert without careful 
analysis that the resulting composition of university and law 
faculties is a result of discrimination. 20 However , as developed 
below, critics offer little evidence of intentional discrimination 
and make no effort to examine the applicant pool.21 Further , 
this section argues why conservatives may not enter the t each-
ing job market in large numbers.22 
Even on the assumption that law faculties tip to the left of 
the political spectrum, before one can even address remedying 
the situation, one must ask whether this state of affairs is a 
problem. Section V examines whether the widely assumed lib-
eral bias of their professors puts conservative students at a dis-
advantage.2 3 The section examines claims of bias in grading at 
the undergraduate level and efforts to rebut those claims. 24 
Further, it argues why law students should have even less con-
cern than undergraduates that their views influence their 
grades .25 Finally, that section concludes by arguing that critics, 
like Horowitz, run the risk of making conservative students into 
the new class of victims. 26 As such, they do conservative stu-
dents a disservice and they leave themselves open to one of their 
criticisms of politically correct faculties and administrators. 27 
Absent evidence of harm to our students, one wonders 
whether the legal academy needs to fix the perceived problem. 
17 See infra notes 157-61 and accompanying text. 
is See infra note 152 and accompanying text. 
19 See infra notes 163-67 and accompanying text. 
20 See HOROWITZ, supra note 1; LASSON, supra note 8; McGinnis, Schwartz & Tisdell, 
supra note 9, at 1203 (the article does not state that there is evidence of discrimination. 
but indicates that there may be tendencies to unconsciously discriminate among a group 
of like-minded people). 
21 See infra notes 167-68 and accompanying text. 
22 See infra notes 186-91 and accompanying text. 
2a See infra notes 193-95 and accompanying text. 
2, See infra notes 196-200 and accompanying text. 
2~ See infra notes 204-25 and accompanying text. 
26 See infra notes 252-60 and accompanying text. 
27 See infra notes 258-60 and accompanying text. 
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But, on the assumption that some marginal harm exists, Section 
VI discusses possible remedies. Horowitz's proposed student 
bill of rights is fraught with difficulties, especially in the law 
school setting. 28 Furthermore, some of the proposals smack of 
affirmative action for Republican women, which is certainly an 
ironic remedy to emerge from the right wing - the historic foe of 
affirmative action.29 
Critics contend that, even apart from adverse effects on 
students, law professors are an intellectual elite with special 
influence over the direction of the law .30 Section VII addresses 
that concern and concludes that, at best, especially by compari-
son to the substantial influence of conservative foundations and 
think-tanks, leftward leaning law professors can hope to have 
marginal influence on the law .31 
This article concludes with a warning and a recommenda-
tion. Liberals should not underestimate the attack on the acad-
emy. Elsewhere, liberals have reacted too slowly to the disci -
plined message of the right wing; that failure has been costly. 32 
A careful empirical study of the applicant pool for law teaching 
positions was beyond the scope of this article, but such a study 
should be performed. Liberals ought to be proactive in antici-
pating the kind of broadside attack that Horowitz launched on 
undergraduate faculty. 
2s See infra notes 261-66 and accompanying text. 
29 See Peter H. Schuck, Leftward Leaning, THE AMERICAN LAWYER (Dec. 1, 2005), 
available at http://www.law.com/jsp/tal/PubArticleFriendlyTAL.jsp?id=ll33258711465 
(on file with the Mississippi Law Journal) (stating that the most underrepresented 
group among top-tier law school professors are white female Republicans, and that the 
best way to add viewpoint diversity to law school faculty is to increase the number of 
hir es from that group; the author further states that this viewpoint diversity will always 
run counter to traditional affirmative action hires.) 
30 McGinnis, Schwartz & Tisdell , supra note 9, at 1190 -98 (indicating that law pro-
fessors influ ence the law by signing open letters , writing amicus briefs, working on 
American Law Institute restatements and in judicial ratings). 
31 See infra notes 270-307 and accompanying text. 
32 See MARK HALPERIN & JOHN F. HARRIS, THE WAY TO WIN: TAKING THE WHITE 
HOUSE IN 2008 , 3-23 (2006) (discussing the 2004 presidential election and how the por-
trayal of John Kerry in the news media affected his campaign and his national image). 
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One can fill a bookshelf with attacks on colleges and uni-
versities. The themes are common: left-wing radicals have high-
jacked higher education. 33 Relying on a claim of academic free-
dom, left-wing radicals use their classrooms to proselytize their 
students and to suppress the speech of dissenters. 34 Many of 
these books use similar events on college campuses to demon-
strate the pervasiveness of politically correct thinking that fa-
vors protected groups , including minorities, gays, and women, 
at the expense of the rights of other students. 35 
For many years, academics could ignore such charges be-
cause they had little impact on day-to-day operations of colleges 
and universities. As with much in our lives, that changed with 
the events of 9/11. A number of professors made statements 
sympathetic to the perpetrators and critical of America, at times 
blaming the United States for the attacks. 36 Such statements 
provided critics of liberal domination of higher education v. ith 
powerful evidence of widespread and dangerous radicalism. 37 
Most notable has been David Horowitz, once the darling of the 
left, now a vocal right-wing activist .38 
Horowitz has gone beyond simply writing about left-wing 
bias on campuses. He has drafted a student bill of rights and an 
academic bill of rights, set up a website to advance his cause, 
33 See HOROWITZ, supra not e 1; D'SOUZA, supra note l; KIMBALL, supra note l; KORS 
& SILVERGLATE, supra note 1. 
34 See HOROWITZ, supra note l; D'SOUZA, supra note l; KIMBALL, snpra note l; KORS 
& S!LVERGLATE, supra note 1. 
35 See HOROWITZ, supra note 1; KORS & SILVERGLATE, supra note 1, at 9-33. 
Horowitz recounted the story of a student at th e University of Pennsylvania who made a 
comment out of his dorm room window at a group of young black women (calling them 
water buffalo) , which was seen as being politically incorrect . The women were offended, 
and the univer sity took judicial action against the male st ud ent for using a racial epi · 
thet, though he had not intended such by the remark , but was merely commenting on 
the women being loud and sho utin g as they walked past his dorm room window as he 
st udied . Appar ently, water buffalo is a literal translation of the Hebrew slang term 
behema, which is used to refer to a thoughtle ss or rowdy person . Id. 
36 See HOROWITZ, supra note 1. See also infra note 62. 
37 See HOROWITZ, supra note 1. 
38 See HOROWITZ, supra note 1, at xlvi -xlvii; FrontPage Magazine, 
http: //www .frontpagemag.com/ (follow "Horowitz" hyperlink, then follow "Biography" 
hyperlink) (last visited May 16, 2007). 
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and lobbied legi slatures to conduct hearings into left leaning 
bias on college campuses. 39 
The Academic Bill of Rights and the Student Bill of Right s 
have superficial appeal. For example , they call for such unob-
jectionabl e statements like the following bullet items in th e 
Academic Bill of Rights: 
1. All faculty shall be hired , fired, promoted and granted ten-
ure on th e basis of th eir competence and appropriate knowl · 
edge in th e field off th eir expertise . . . . No faculty shall be 
hir ed or fired or denied promotion or tenure on th e ba sis of his 
or h er politi cal or r eligious beli efs. 
2. No faculty member will be excluded from tenure , search and 
hiring committees on th e basi s of their political or religious be-
lief s. 
3. Stud ent s will be graded solely on th e ba sis of their reasoned 
an swers and appropriate knowledge of the subjects and disci-
plines they stud y, not on the basis of th eir political or r eligiou s 
beliefs. 4o 
The Student Bill of Rights contains similar high sounding 
language. For example, it states that: 
Academic freedom consists in prot ecting the intellectual inde-
penden ce by professors, re sea rchers and students in th e pur-
suit of knowl edge and the expr ess ion of ideas from interfer ence 
by legislators or authoriti es within the in stitution its elf. This 
mea n s that no political, ideological or religious orthodox y will 
be imp ose d on profes sors , res earcher s and s tudents through 
39 See Student s for Academic Freedom , supra note 2 (follow the "Academic Bill of 
Rights" hyperlink and the "St udent Bill of Rights " hyper link) (last vis ited May 16, 
2007) [here inafter Acade mic Bill of Right s and Student Bill of Rights]. 
~o Academic Bill of Right s, supra note 39. See also, Students for Acade mic Freedo m, 
supra note 2 (follow the "Nat iona l and State Legis lati on Texts " hype rlink) (la st visited 
May 16, 2007). There is an effort to hav e all states or univer sities enact such a bill of 
rights to protect "inte llect ua l divers ity" on ca mpuses nat ionwide. Id. (follow the "Con-
tribute and Sustain the Campaign" hyper link) (last visite d May 16, 2007). Whil e the 
goals ind icate d in the lang uage of th e Academi c Bill of Rights appea r inno cuou s and 
nonparti san, its contribution lett er says that the or ganiza tion is "challen ging the politi -
cal harassme nt of conservat ive and re ligiou s st udent s in the classroom , and the genera l 
abuse of the uni versity for political agendas includin g profes sional 'teach-in s' th a t pro-
vide one-s ided lessons abo ut war an d pea ce." Id. 
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the hiring or tenure or termination process, or through the 
grading system or through the control of the classroom or any 
other administrative means. Nor shall legislatures impose any 
such orthodoxy through their control of the university 
budget. 41 
515 
Despite such high sounding principles, Horowitz seems to 
have violated some of his own ideals. While he has lobbied leg-
islatures to pass his bills of rights, 42 he has also urged them to 
conduct hearings into liberal bias on state supported cam-
puses.43 Many academics believe that these charged hearings 
are intended to intimidate faculty members. 44 
One does not have to look far for proof that Horowitz and 
his supporters are not interested in neutral principles of aca-
demic freedom. His efforts are part of a larger attack on cam-
pus liberals. They are part of a concerted effort to compel teach-
ing of conservative ideas , almost certainly ideas like intelligent 
design and theories opposing global warming, 45 hiring of more 
41 Student Bill of Right s, supra not e 39. 
42 Students for Academic Freedom, supra note 2 (follow the "National and State 
Legislation Text s" hyperlin k) (last visited May 16, 2007). 
43 David Horowitz & Eli Lehrer, Political Bias in the Administrations and Faculties 
of 32 Elite Colleges and Universities, FRONTPAGE MAGAZINE (on file with author) [here-
inafter Horowitz & Lehrer]. "[A) remedy for this problematic situation [of liberal bias 
among academic faculties] would be for universities and state legisla tur es to adopt an 
Academic Bill of Right s stress ing the importance of int ellectual diversity to the goal of 
academic freedom, and making this goal an integral part of educational policy." Id. 
44 John Gravois, Professor Sues David Horowitz Over Use of Photo, THE CHRONICLE 
OF HIGHER EDUCATION (May 26, 2006), available at http://www.chronicle.com/ 
daily/2006/05/2006051205n.htm. Professor Gravois argued that Horowitz attempted to 
intimidate academics who criticized th e Bush administration. See also Jennifer Jacob-
son, Tilting at Academe, THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION (March 24, 2006), 
available at http://www.chronicle.com/weekly/v52/i29/29a02501.htm [hereinafter Aca-
deme] (stating that man y legislators and academics also believe the hearings to be a 
waste of time and money). 
45 Cf Academic Bill of Rights , supra note 39. Within the Academic Fr eedom sect ion, 
the Practice subsection provides the following: 
4. Curricula and reading lists in the humanities and social sciences shou ld re-
flect th e un certainty and un sett led character of all human knowledge in these 
areas by providing students with dissenting sources and viewpoints where ap-
propriate. 
5. Exposing students to the spect rum of significant scholarl y viewpoints on 
subjects examined in their courses is a major responsibility of the facu lty. 
Faculty will not use their courses for the purpose of political , ideological, reli-
gious or anti-religious indoctrination. 
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conservative faculty, 46 and playing into the fear of conservative 
students that they are unfairly graded because of their conser-
vative views. 47 
Right-wing critics rel y on anecdotal evidence to prove left. 
wing bias on college campuses. They recycle the same examples 
of politically correct behavior by professors and administrators, 
often silencing conservative students. 48 But, they also rely on 
empirical data to support their claims of overwhelming left-wing 
bias on campuses. 49 
While the right-wing critique of colleges and universities 
has developed over the past twenty years, law schools have re-
mained largely on the sideline. Most of the events that fueled 
Id. 
When taken together these two practical standards would require the teaching of intel-
ligent design, because not teaching it would be an examp le of "anti-religious indoctrina· 
tion"; teach ing theories opposing global warming may also be required as providing a 
"dissen tin g sourceO [or] viewpointO" where we do not, as humans, have a sett led ac· 
count. Id. 
4s See HOROWITZ, supr a note l, at xxxiii-xli (arguing that, based on the idea of group 
polarization, hirin g a representative faculty of both liberals and conservatives is appro· 
priate to remedy extremism on academic faculties, but that the lack of conservatives on 
faculty hiring committees make this an impracticability). 
41 See, e.g., Academe, supra note 44 (stating that approximately fifty college stu-
dents complained of political discriminabon in the classroom , prompting a conservative 
Pennsylvania state lawmaker to call for hearings about political bias on college cam-
puses); Posting of David Horowitz to FPM blog, http: l/www.frontpagemag.com/b log/ 
Read.aspx?GUID=4BED8421-7F6E-4761-A296-E64B98921594 (June 19, 2003, 08:55 
EST) (last visited Mar. 3, 2007) (recounti ng the sto ry of an ROTC st udent who went to 
his Vietnam War class at Bowling Green University in his uniform and was repeatedly 
chastised by his professor for being a part of the "America[n] ... imperialist monster'' 
and was then given a failing grade at the end of the course). 
•s See, e.g., Rick Moran, Enjoying the Academic Freed om to Be an Idiot (July 20, 
2006), http://www.frontpagemag.com/Articles/Printable.aspx?GUID={3F2E29FE-871E-
4233-9A3C-433912F6D70F}; John Gravois, Wisconsin Provost Will 'Review ' Teaching of 
Instructor Who Calls the 9111 Attacks an 'Inside Job ,' THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER 
EDUCATION (July 3, 2006), available at http://chronicle.com/daily/2006/07/2006 
070303n.htm; Stanley Fish, Conspiracy Theories 101, N.Y. TIMES (July 23, 2006), avail-
able al http://www.nytimes.com/2006/07/23/opinion/23fish.html?ex=l3 l 1307200&en 
=eb67d7b666d8ae71&ei=5090&partner=rssuserland&emc=rss; Piper Fogg, U. of New 
Hampshire Defends Free-Speech Rights of Professor Who Blames Government for 9111, 
THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION (Aug. 30, 2006), available al 
http://chronicle.com/daily/2006/08/2006083005n.htm (all discu ssing one lecturer at the 
University of Wisconsin at Madison who contended that the falling of the twin towers on 
9/11 was actually a conspiracy by the federal government to incite war with Iraq and 
Arabs). See also LASSON, supra note 8; HOROWITZ, supra note 1. 
49 See, e.g., McGinnis, Schwartz & Tisdell, supra note 9; Horowitz & Lehrer, sitpra 
note 43. 
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claims of suppression of ideas took place in undergraduate pro-
grams. 5o Few of the most notorious radical professors are law 
professors. 51 
More recently, conservatives have started to focus more 
closely on the leftward tilt of law schools as well. The right 
wing now includes the Georgetown study as more evidence of 
the left-wing bias of American education. 52 As a result, the me-
dia has paid more attention to law professors' left leanings. 53 
The net effect of these efforts and the literature proclaiming 
a left-wing bias on campuses is an increasing perception of dis-
crimination by liberals against conservatives and of a suppres-
sion of conservative ideas. Such discrimination flies in the face 
of liberal ideals. Before conceding these charges, however, one 
ought to look closely at the charges against the left. The next 
section examines the data to access whether it supports some of 
the more extreme claims. 
III. DESCRIBING THE DATA 
Several reviewers provided "advance praise" for Horowitz's 
The Professors. Three are worth quoting at this juncture. A 
trustee for the State University of New York praised The Pro-
fessors as "a comprehensive and persuasive survey of the con-
temporary university." She stated further that: 
It demonstrates beyond reasonable doubt that political extrem-
ists like Professor Ward Churchill 54 are a common and influen-
50 See, e.g., LASSON, supra note 8, at 113-90. Even with a law professor as an au-
thor, the majority of the examples of correct conduct in the academy in his book was 
from undergraduate schools, with only a small minority of the anecdotal evidence com-
ing from law schools. Id. at 197-245. 
5 1 See, e.g., HOROWITZ, supra note 1 (only five of the professors profiled are law 
professors: Regina Austin, at 26; Derrick Bell , at 56; David Cole , at 96; Bernardine 
Dohrn , at 125; and Mari Matsuda , at 277). 
52 See DiscovertheNetworks, http://www.discoverthenetworks.org/ (follow the "aca-
demia" hyperlink) (last visited May 16, 2007) (on file with the Mississippi Law Journal) 
(citing the assertion from the Georgetown article that, of politically active law school 
professors , 81 % donated to Democratic campaigns while only 15% donated to Republi-
cans as an indication of leftist politicization of institutions of higher learning) . 
53 See, e.g., Schuck , supra note 29. 
54 Ward Churchill is a Professor of Ethnic Studies at Colorado University who gave 
a controversial speech about 9/11 that has been understood to mean that he blames 
America for being attacked. He also published political statements to that effect in a 
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tial presence on college and university faculties in the United 
Stat es. David Horowitz 's book should be read by every college 
administrator and every scholar who is concerned about the 
abuse of the university classrooms and the debasement of aca· 
demic standards by facu lt y activists. 55 
Another suggests that "anti-American attitudes and profes-
sorial abuses of students ... have metastasized throughout aca-
demia." 56 A third finds that The Professors provides "documen-
tation that will be hard to refute, " and that it shows "the be-
trayal of our young people by professors who are defiantly un-
ethical and contemptuous of academic standards." 57 
Obviously , those are serious charges. The book consists of 
short biographies of the 101 professors whom Horowitz and his 
collaborators labeled "the most dangerous academics in Amer-
ica." 58 Others have refuted some of the specific allegations in 
the book.59 In some instances, Horowitz had to admit that he 
could not prove episodes that he reported in The Professors. 60 
Some of the professors seem to have made the list because 
Horowitz disagrees with their ideas, especially their position on 
the war in Iraq and their support for the Palestinian cause. 61 In 
other cases , The Professors recounts genuinely disturbing in-
formation. 62 
variet y of alt ernativ e journal s and magazines . See Wikip edia, ht tp://en.wikip edia 
.org/wiki/Ward_Chur chill (last visite d Jun e 14, 2007). 
55 HOROWITZ, supra not e 1, at i. 
56 Id. at ii . 
s1 Id. 
58 Id . at iii. (subti t led ''The 101 Most Dan gerou s Academics in America" an d includ -
ing biographi es of 101 professors). 
59 See A cademe, supra note 44. 
60 See id. (during th e Pennsy lvania he arin gs Horowitz had to admit that he did not 
have evidence to substa nti a te two of his prior allegat ions aga inst faculty members). 
6 1 See, e.g., HOROWITZ, supra note 1 (Profes sor Laurie Brand , at 74; Pro fessor Lisa 
Anderson, at 6; Pro fessor Gil Anidj ar , at 9; Profe ssor Juan Cole, at 100; Prof ess or Robert 
Dunkley, at 128; Pr ofesso r Mark En sa laco, a t 146, amon g oth ers). 
62 No doubt , most Ameri can s, includin g academi cs, would find Profe ssor Ward 
Chur chill 's claim tha t 9/11 victim s were "lit tle Eichmann s" deeply t roubl ing. See 
HOROWlTZ, supra not e 1, a t vii, xvi-xvii (Chur chill wrote after th e 9/ 11 attac k s th at the 
horr ors of that day were "Ameri ca ns' jus t desert s" and was a case of "chickens comin g 
home to roost." Id . at xvi-xvii. Thi s statem ent coincides with a common the me in hi s 
writ ing: "America was like Hitler Germ any, a nat ion dedicate d to the extermin at ion of 
minorities ; it s capitali st economic machine starvin g poor people all over th e world all 
the tim e. Th erefore, th e 'civilians' who comprised what Churchill referr ed to as its 
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One could argue that The Professors unfairly excerpts 
statements out of context and otherwise distorts the work of 
some of the targeted professors. 63 But even assuming that 
Horowitz has identified some radical extremists who are inap-
propriately protected by tenure, I am troubled by the leaps in 
logic that Horowitz and others on the right make from his ob-
servations and empirical studies that they rely on. 
The Professors makes a broad indictment of academia. It 
argues that the 101 profiled professors are representative of 
faculties generally. 64 It overcomes the obvious problem with a 
highly selective, unrepresentative sample with two arguments. 
The first is its reliance on "The Law of Group Polarization" 65 to 
argue "America's institutions of higher learning have become a 
haven for extremists." 66 That is, radicals have taken over posi-
tions of power and prestige in academia and use that influence 
'technical core'-th e inhabitants of the World Tr ade Center-were little Eichmanns, 
cogs in a machin e that churned out mass murder. ") Id . See also id. at 234-37 (chapter 
on Professor Leonard Jeffri es, recounting his virulent anti-Semitism; inter est ingly, the 
libera l university where Jeffrie s worked did remove him as chair of his department). 
Despite instances of offensive conduct by radical leftists, the authors made no effort to 
examine the many instances of int ellectual oppression at conser vativ e institution s. One 
does not have to look far to find such examples; for example , there is a suppressio n of 
modest disag reement with fundamentalist religious tenets at some schools. See Thom as 
Bartlett , 5 Departures on Patrick Henry Faculty Pose Question: Are Christianity and 
Liberal Arts Contradictory Missions ?, THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION (May 12, 
2006), auailable at http: //chronicle.com/daily /2006/05/200605120 2n.htm. Conservatives 
also fail to acknowledge the sys tematic purging of left ist s during the Red Scare of the 
1950s. For a brief discus sion, see JIM NEWTON, JUSTICE FOR ALL: EARL WARREN AND 
THE NATION HE MADE 217 -38 (2006) (describing conservatives' efforts to compel Univer-
sity of California professors to take a loyalty oath). It is the only systemat ic effort that I 
am aware of where one's politics led to dismissal. 
63 For exa mple , The Professors, no doubt begun before the dramatic disaffection with 
the war in Iraq, crit icizes Professor David Cole for many positions t ha t Americans now 
share. An early opponent of the war , Cole used his course on National Security and 
Civil Liberties to raise questions about "'the respective roles of Congress, the president , 
and the courts in times of emergency '; 't he targeting of foreign nati onals '; and 'preven-
tive detention , surveillance sta ndard s, enemy combatants, militar y tribunals, the role of 
int ernat ional tribunals, and regulation of speech and association."' HOROWITZ, supra 
note 1, at 96. Even if those positions were unpopular when Horowit z and hi s research-
ers began their project, anyone reading a newspaper today recognizes that a majority of 
Americans and many courts now agree with Cole. 
64 HOROWITZ, supra note 1, at xxx-xxxii. 
65 Id . at xxxiii ("the 'law of group polarization ,' ... holds that if a room is filled wit h 
like -minded people, the center of the room will move towards the extreme.") 
66 Id. at xxxiii. 
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to close the door to conservatives. 67 The second and far more 
troubling argument is its reliance on studies that have found 
that Democrats outnumber Republicans among reporting fac-
ulty. 68 The Professors conflates membership in the Democratic 
Party, liberalism, and extremism.69 
Horowitz's audience may be predominately conservatives, 
evidenced by the fact that Regnery published The Professors. 70 
By comparison, readers may be more inclined to credit the 
Georgetown study. Its authors are not conservative activists 
like Horowitz, 71 and the Georgetown Law Journal is not associ-
ated with conservative causes as is Regnery. Further, its au-
thors seem to eschew radical solutions for the overrepresenta-
tion of liberals in the legal academy. 72 While the authors of the 
Georgetown study almost certainly were not targeting a conser-
vative audjence, Horowitz and conservative bloggers and writ-
ers use the study as more evidence of the liberal bias of our aca-
demic institutions .73 
67 Id. at xxxi. 
68 Id. at xxxiii. 
69 See HOROWITZ, supra note 1. For example, it states, "the la st few decades mark 
the first time in their history that America 's institution s of higher learning have become 
a haven for extremists." Id. at xxxiii. Horowitz then explains that conclusion: "A pri-
mary cause of this development is the overwhelming prevalence of lefti sts (and ' liberals') 
on academic faculties along with the corresponding absence of oth er, critical, perspec-
tives ." Id. While Horowitz continu es to argue that faculties hold views left of the politi-
cal spectrum, he fails to clearl y acknowledge that the st udie s he relies on demonstra te 
only that Democratic faculty members far outnumber Republican faculty members. Id. 
at xxxiii-xxxiv. After several pages , the attentive reader realizes that he has equated 
being a Democrat with being an extremist. 
70 On its website, Regnery Publishing indicates that its sixty-year hi story is based 
on "publishing serious works ... establishing and sustaining the postwar conservative 
intellectual movement in America." History of Regnery, http:/lwww.regnery.com/ 
about.html (last visited May 17, 2007) (on file with the Mississippi Law Journal). 
1, McGinnis , Schwartz & Tisdell, supra not e 9, at 1167 n. l. 
72 Id. at 1198. 
73 Anne D. Neal, Academic Bias , By the Numbers, FrontPa ge Magazine (Jan. 20 , 
2006), http:/lwww .frontpagemag.com/ Article s/Read.as px?G UID={ 9205869B -7F23-4C 1A-
A C34-06F3E7248C EF} (on file with the Mississippi Law Journal); Adam Liptak, If the 
Law Is an Ass, the Law Professor Is a Donkey , N.Y. TIMES (Aug. 28, 2005), available at 
http:/lwww.studentsforacademicfreedom.org/archive/2005/August/NYTimesLawi sa Donk 
ey082905.htm (on file with the Mississippi Law Journal); Di scovertheNetwork s, 
http://www.discoverthenetworks.org/guideDesc .asp?type =ac a (last visited, Sept. 25, 
2006) (on file with the Mississippi Law Journal). 
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The Georgetown study explains the importance of its focus 
on law faculties because law professors, especially at elite 
schools , are the "gatekeepers and . .. theorists" of America's 
"aristocrats." 74 The authors suggest that law professors use 
their influence to move the judiciary to the left on important 
social issues. 75 The study attempted to gauge the political views 
of law professors by analyzing "eleven years of political cam-
paign contributions of law professors at the top twenty-one 
schools as defined by the U.S. News & World Report 2002 sur-
vey."76 
The conclusions of the study are not especially surprising. 
The study defined "'politically active' law professors" as those 
making a "federal campaign contribution of $200 or more in in-
dividual years between 1992 and 2002." 77 By that definition, 
roughly thirty percent of the faculty at the top twenty-one law 
schools were politically active. 78 An overwhelming majority 
(eighty-one percent) contributed to the Democratic Party, with 
only fifteen percent contributing wholly or mostly to the Repub-
lican Party. 79 In addition, the study found that party affiliation 
also seemed to predict the way in which professors expressed 
themselves on important legal issues, like President Clinton's 
impeachment. 80 
The authors focused on full-time faculty only, excluding, for 
example, adjuncts and retired professors. They justified exclu-
sion of adjuncts because they "do not wield the same influence 
as full-time professors ."81 They excluded retired professors be-
cause many "do less teaching and writing than their active 
counterparts" and because the authors "wanted to look at the 
current ideological composition of law school faculties." 82 
71 McGinnis, Schwartz & Tisdell, supra note 9, at 1168 (almost 200 years ago , Alexis 
de Tocqueville wrote that lawyers are American "aristocrats ," and that a law profe ssors' 
role is to sustain that aristocracy). 
1, Id. at 1168-69. 
76 Id. at 1169. 
77 Id . 
18 Id. at 1170. 
79 Id. 
80 Id. 
s1 Id. 
82 Id. at 1173. 
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Focusing on contributions made the data more accurate 
than reliance on party affiliation alone. 83 According to the au-
thors, knowing the recipients of professors' contributions en-
abled them "to make at least tentative judgm ents about the type 
of Republicans and Democrats contributing law professors tend 
to support." 84 
The authors of the Georgetown study examined their data 
by examining trends among subcategories . Thus , they consid-
ered gender , minority status , age , and subject areas . They con-
cluded that women were more likely to donate to Democrats 
than were men, but minority professors' donation patterns were 
the same as professors ' overall patterns. 85 Apparently , one's 
teaching area did not predict a different pattern either. 86 On e 
finding of interest, not highlighted in the study , is that Post -
Bab y Boom ers "show a less pronounced Democratic affiliation 
that is statistically significant." 87 
By examining the candidates to whom professors gave 
money and by relying on ratings from the Americans for Democ-
ratic Action and the American Conservative Union , the authors 
attempted to capture the ideological positions of law professors. 
The study concluded that "active Democratic law professors 
tend to give to candidates on the more ideologically liberal side 
of the Democratic spectrum while politically active Republicans 
are mixed betwe en ideological conservatives and moderates." 88 
As develop ed in more detail below , th e study's findings do 
not demonstrate int entional viewpoint discrimination. 89 In ad-
dition, even if th e findings ar e valid, critics must point to some 
83 Id. at 1174. 
s• Id. 
ss Id. at 1180. 
86 Id. at 1182. 
87 Id. at 1180. The autho rs downpl ay th e findin g's sign ifica nce because fewer of the 
younger cohor t s are poli tically active . Th e authors do ackno wledge that "thi s bit of da ta, 
if it does end up re flecting a tre nd, could be a harbin ger of change." Id. As developed 
below, crit ics of left leani ng profe ssors fre quen tly argue that Vietn a m-era r ad ical s domi· 
nate our un ivers it ies . Entire ly consistent with tha t view is data suggesting t hat 
you nger professo r s are less radica l. That rea lit y has sign ificant policy implic a tions, 
includi ng (even if one were to conce de some interest in having more conse rvat ive profes · 
sors ) whet her the pr oblem is self-correct ing. See infra note 126 . 
88 McGinn is, Schwartz & Tisdell, sup ra note 9, at 1185. 
89 See infra note 162 an d accompan ying text. 
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harm that results from the predominance of liberals on law fac-
ulties. Here, the study identifies a few problems arising from 
the current composition of law faculties. 
The study suggests that professors' involvement in public 
issues, measured by their willingness to sign joint public state-
ments of issues of public concern, demonstrates that they are 
motivated by political persuasion .90 Meanwhile, while signing 
letters, for example, opposing the impeachment of former Presi-
dent Clinton, professors have attempted to misrepresent their 
involvement by claiming it to be "an objective expression of apo-
litical expertise. "91 
The authors argue further that law professors are "in the 
business of creating a new stock of legal ideas. "92 By compari-
son to practicing lawyers, professors should "contribute a dis-
tinctively independent perspective that would command par-
ticular attention and persuasive force."93 While acknowledging 
that measuring the extent to which professors' ideology influ-
ences their output, the authors give anecdotal evidence that pro-
fessors' liberal bias effects law reform. 94 Specificall y, the y file 
more left leaning amicus briefs and advance similar positions in 
law reform groups like the American Law lnstitute. 95 They also 
cite one instance where a professor's writings have had a 
marked effect on the development of the law. Some credit Cath-
erine MacKinnon's work on sexual harassment as "larg ely re -
sponsible for creating this area of the law ."96 
Th e stud y also argu es that profes sor s' views have oth er 
mor e subtle influences on the law. The authors acknowledge 
that man y elite s influenc e judges ' views; but "the acad emy exer-
cises influence on constitutional law .. . through its assessm ent 
and reassessment of the reputations of member s of th e judici-
ary." 97 That is the r esult of two factor s: one , th at prof essor s 
form their views of justices based on ideology and , two, that 
90 See McGinn is, Schwar tz & Tisdell , supra not e 9. at 1193. 
91 Id. at 1191. 
92 Id. at 1193. 
93 Id. 
94 Id . at 1193-94. 
95 Id. at 1194-95. 
96 Id. at 1195. 
97 Id. at 1196. 
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judges care about their reputations. 98 Justices, at least at the 
margin, are likely to alter their jurisprudence towards the left 
to appeal to liberal professors.99 
The contentions that liberal bias among academics has in-
fluenced public policy are difficult to prove. The authors at-
tempted to show more concrete injury as well. In a section of 
the study that must please critics of the diversity rationale for 
affirmative action, the authors use those arguments to focus on 
the cost of liberal bias. As the authors point out, "[t]he view-
point diversity rationale for race-conscious admissions policies 
posits that certain underrepresented minorities need to be given 
greater representation to make sure that all students benefit 
from exposure to a wide variety of viewpoints." 10  The authors 
eschew both arguments on either side of the affirmative action 
debate and in favor of affirmative action for conservatives as a 
remedy for the lack of viewpoint diversity.101 
The authors rely on Justice O'Connor's discussion of view-
point diversity in Grutter v. Bollinger 102 and some of the amici 
curiae briefs submitted (no doubt by liberal left leaning law pro-
fessors and deans) in Grutter to make their case. 103 Thus, Jus-
gs Id. 
99 Id. at 1197. 
100 Id. at 1198. 
101 Id. Not all commentators have been as judicious as the authors of the Georgetown 
study. See, e.g., David Horowitz , The Campus Blackli st, FrontPage Magazine (April 18, 
2003), http://www.frontpagemag.com /Articles/ ReadArticle .asp?ID=7357 (on file with the 
Mississippi Law Journal) (encouraging st udents to "use the language that the left ha s 
deployed so effectively on behalf of its own agendaO," stating "[t]here is a lack of 'intel-
lectual diversity' on college faculties and in academic classrooms," and finding that "th e 
conservative viewpoint is 'under-represented' in the curriculum and on its reading lists. 
The university should be an 'inclusive' and intellectually 'diverse' community."); Anne 
Neal, Intellectual Diversity Endanger ed (Nov . 7, 2003), http://www.cfif.org/htdocs/ 
freedomline/current/guest _commentary/student _rig ht_to_learn.htm (on file with the 
Mississippi Law Journal) (stating that university trustees should "ins ist that their 
institutions offer broad-based survey courses ... conduct intellectual diversity reviews 
and ... make the results public ," and that hiring, firing and tenure decision s be moni-
tored regularly for instances of political discrimination); Posting to Spartacus Blog, 
http:/ /spartacus.blogs.com/spartacu sfliberal_academic _bia sfin dex.html (Feb. 15, 2004, 
15:53 EST) (suggesting "that th e sa me approach taken in the pa st to remedy racial and 
gender discrimination in employment (commonly known as 'affirmative action') would be 
appropriate with regard to political ideology as well"). 
102 539 U.S. 306 (2003). 
103 McGinnis, Schwartz & Tisdell, supra note 9, a t 1199 n.113 (citing the amicus 
briefs of the deans at Georgetown University Law Center, Duke Law School , University 
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tice O'Connor found the benefits of affirmative action to be "im-
portant and laudable" because '"classroom discussion is livelier, 
more spirited, and simply more enlightening and interesting' 
when the students have 'the greatest possible variety of back-
grounds."'104 
In effect, the authors argue that political affiliation is more 
indicative of viewpoint diversity than racial and ethnic diversity 
and, therefore, at least as important as racial and ethnic diver-
sity if Grutter's laudable goals are genuine. 105 The authors ar-
gue that political affiliation is about espousing a viewpoint 
while race and ethnicity are only proxies for different view-
points.106 In effect, the presence of African-American students 
does not guarantee that they will advance any particular posi-
tions; having Republicans in class increases the chances that 
they will argue for "lower levels of government spending, less 
market regulation, and lower and less progressive taxes ... 
[and in opposition to] abortion, affirmative action based on race, 
and a strict separation between church and state." 107 
They also attempt to rebut the argument that liberal pro-
fessors can serve as proxies for conservatives because they can 
adopt conservative positions for the sake of class argument. 108 
Their rejoinder is straightforward: one can make the same ar-
gument to the claim that we need minority students and profes-
sors to represent diverse points of view. 109 Either professors can 
take on different voices or they cannot; but the argument runs 
parallel whether the issue is to justify having more minority 
professors and students or more conservatives. 110 
Whatever role students may play in assuring vital class-
room discussion, the presence of conservative students is not a 
sufficient antidote to the need for conservative voices in law 
of Penn sylvania Law School, Yale Law School , Columbia Law School, University of 
Chicago Law School, New York University Law School, Stanford Law School, Cornell 
Law School, and Northwestern University School of Law). 
104 Id. at 1199 (quoting Grutter, 539 U.S. at 330). 
105 McGinnis, Schwartz & Tisdell, supra note 9, at 1199-1200. 
too Id. 
10 7 Id . at 1200. 
108 Id. at 1201. 
109 Id . 
110 Id. 
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school, argue the authors.m That is so because "[f]acult ies set 
law school curricula and determine what should be taught in 
each class." 112 They speak more in class than their students do, 
and they determine who is invited to campus to give lectures 
and participate in workshops. 113 
The authors contend that the presence of conservative fac -
ulty would benefit liberal professors as well. 114 For example, 
sharing their work with conservative faculty should sharpen 
their arguments, making them less insular and increasing their 
influence outside of the academy. 115 Furthermore, they contend 
that the increased conservative faculty voice might also result 
in more objective, less result-oriented scholarship because of the 
regular exchange of ideas between conservative and liberal col-
leagues.116 
The Georgetown study makes no claim of intentional dis-
crimination and recognizes that the disparity is likely the result 
of many factors, including "conservatives' relative enthusiasm 
for market society ."117 At the same time, a greater number of 
conservatives would result in less viewpoint discrimination in 
hiring. 118 
While the authors did not focus on harm to students, they 
imply that students suffer from a lack of conservative role mod-
111 Id. 
112 Id. 
113 Id. 
114 Id. at 1202. 
115 Id. 
116 Id. 
117 Id. at 1203. 
11s Id. The authors also use other arguments used by affirmative action sup porter s 
to advance the hiring of more conservatives: 
Id. 
"[J]ust as those who favor viewpoint diversity for affirmat ive action argue that 
it can be pursued without taking unqualifi ed st ud ent s, it would seem that hir · 
ing conservative professors can be accomplished without hiring unqualified 
professors . Perhap s schools would find that as a proportion of law teachers, 
the re are fewer qualified conservatives than there are qu alifie d law studen ts 
of different ethnic and racial backgrounds as a proportion of potential law stu· 
dents, but that can hardly be set tled unless law schools committed to diversity 
unde rt ake a rigorous program of outreach. This would include at the very 
lea st a program of trying to assure that there are substantial numbers of con · 
servatives and Republicans represented at facult y workshops and as visiting 
faculty members." 
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els.119 For example, in explaining their decision to exclude ad-
junct professors from their study, they state that "such teachers 
do not wield the same influence as full-time professors. "120 Oth-
ers have argued more forcefully that conservative students ex-
perience alienation because of so few conservative voices on 
campus 121 and are at a disadvantage because the lack of men-
tors leads to fewer career opportunities. 122 
IV. SKEWING THE DATA 
Over the past thirty years, I have taught at five law schools. 
Anecdotally , the claim that law faculties are far left of center 
does not compute. No doubt, in general, law faculties may be 
more liberal than lawyers generally, but Horowitz and his fol-
lowers' claims are wildly overb lown. And while the Georgetown 
study is a much more scholarly and balanced view, it overstates 
the extent to which law faculties tilt to the left. Closer exami-
nation of the authors' methodology suggests wa ys in which the 
data are skewed. 
The most obvious decision that skewed their data was the 
exclusion of adjunct and emeriti professors. 123 Furthermore, 
they did not attempt to distinguish between clinical and re-
search professors. 124 As the authors themselves recognize , their 
study shows that law professors are more left leaning than the 
rest of the population generally and Americans with similar in-
ug Id . at 1201. 
120 Id. at 1172-73. 
121 See, e.g., HOROWITZ, supra note l; Cathy Young, The Imp act of Academic Bias: 
Professors Do Lean to the Left-But Are Students Liste ning ? (March 8, 2007). 
http://www.reason.com/news/show/119026.html (on file with the Mississippi Law Jour-
nal) ("If a student doesn 't subscribe to the campus orthodoxy , the likely effect is ... to 
alienate her from inte llectual life ."); Horowitz & Lehrer , supra note 43 (finding that th e 
'·the impression tha t conservative values and ideas aren 't welcome on campus is driven 
home daily to students until it becomes second nature . . . . students ... will concea lO 
what they actually think in order to protect their academic sta nding "). 
122 See, e.g., Horowitz & Lehrer , supra note 43 (noting that the "lack of conse rvative 
professor s ... serves to redu ce the abilit y of ... conservative students to pursue gradu-
ate study even when they want to. Nearly all distinguished doctoral programs rely on 
matching st udents with professors who hav e compatible interests."); DVD, supra note 14 
(arguing that the "politics , prejudices and biases" of law school faculty do have an im -
pact on students and their caree rs) . 
123 McGinnis , Schwartz & Tisdell , supra not e 9, at 11 72-73. 
124 Id . at 1173. 
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comes. 125 Adjuncts, drawn from the larger profession, are likely 
to be more conservative than their full time colleagues. That 
has certainly been my experience at several law schools. I have 
not found any systematic data on adjunct professors, but I sus-
pect that Pacific McGeorge School of Law is typical of other law 
schools. Among our adjuncts are several Republican-appointed 
judges, district attorneys, lawyers for the conservative Pacific 
Legal Foundation, victims' rights advocates and members of the 
California Attorney General's office. Inclusion of emeriti would 
also likely show law faculties to be less radical than portrayed 
in the study. If, as critics like Horowitz point out, the swing to 
the left occurred when radicals from the 1960s entered teach-
ing, 126 emeriti would have come of age in the 1950s and early 
1960s and would have been less radical than their junior col-
leagues. The exclusion of adjuncts may especially have a sig-
nificant skewing effect because of the large number of adjuncts 
who teach at most law schools, often outnumbering full-time 
faculty. 127 
As noted above, the study excluded adjuncts because they 
"do not wield the same influence as full-time professors." 128 The 
authors cite no authority for that proposition; and while I have 
no doubt that students are most heavily influenced by their full-
time professors, especially their lL professors, the decision to 
exclude them ignores their relevance. Adjuncts are not as likely 
to publish as are full-time professors and, therefore, are not 
likely to have a great role in the world of legal scholarship. But 
insofar as the concern about the absence of conservatives on law 
12s Id. at 11 78. 
126 HOROWITZ, supra note 1, at ix (stating that many anti-war radicals in the Viet-
nam era "stayed in school to avoid the military draft and earned Ph.Ds , taking their 
political activism with them when they became tenured-track professors"). 
121 See, e.g., Faculty, Columbia Law School, http://www.law.columbia.edu 
/Facult y/full_time _fac (last visited Apr. 5, 2007) (listing 78 full time faculty and 171 
adjunct faculty); Faculty, University of Pennsylvania Law School, 
http: //www.law.upenn .edu/cf/faculty/ (last visited Apr. 5, 2007) (listing 54 full time fac-
ulty and 81 adjunct faculty); Faculty Profiles, Duke Law School, 
http ://www.law.duke.edu/fac/index (last visited Apr. 5, 2007) (listing 51 full time faculty 
and 94 adjunct faculty); Faculty Profiles, New York University Law School , 
http: //its.law.nyu.edu/faculty/profiles/ (last visited Apr. 5, 2007) (listing 105 full tim e 
faculty and 110 adjunct faculty). 
12s McGinnis, Schwartz & Tisdell, supra note 9, at 1172-73. 
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faculties is the need to expose students to a wide variety of 
views, exclusion of adjuncts is not warranted. Insofar as the 
concern is the lack of mentors for conservative students, again, 
the exclusion of adjuncts also portrays the academy inaccu -
rately. The presence of a more conservative group of faculty 
may address some of the claimed problems with the liberal bias 
of full-time faculty. Notably, a conservative student unable to 
find a mentor among full-time professors surely can seek out an 
adjunct, someone who might be an excellent role model with 
real standing in the local legal community. 129 
The failure to distinguish between clinical and research 
professors also tends to raise questions about the study's con-
clusions. Almost certainly, clinical professors are more left 
leaning than are research professors. 130 But they also teach 
fewer students 131 and are less likely to publish than are re -
search professors. 132 As a result , inclusion of clinicians in the 
129 Th e authors do not specifica lly mention the lack of mentors for conservative stu-
dents as a problem, but it is implied in their insi ste nce that faculty diversity is more 
important given the significant influence professors have on students. Id. at 1201. 
l30 Histor ica lly, in-house clinical programs deve loped as part of a social justice 
agenda. Many clinical professors came from the ranks of legal services and other pre -
dominately libera l organizations. See, e.g., Kimberl y E. O'Leary , Clinical Law Offices 
and Local Social Ju stice Strategies: Case Selection and Quality Assessment as an Inte-
gral Part of the Social Justice Agenda of Clinics, 11 CLINICAL L. REV. 335 (2005). See 
also Juli et M. Brodie, Post- Welfare Lawyering: Clinical Legal Education and a New 
Poverty Law Agenda, 20 WASH. U. J.L. & POL'Y 201 , 262 (2006) ("The social history of 
clinical education in the United States is inextricably bound with the history of lawyer-
ing for social justice .... "); Robert D. Diner stein , Client-Centered Counseling: Reap-
praisal and Refinement, 32 ARTZ. L. REV. 501, 518-19 (1990) ("[M]odern clinical legal 
education developed in the crucible of the political activism of the 1960's and early 
1970's. Many of th e proponent s of th e client-centered approach were former legal ser-
vices or public interest lawyers who entered academia as clinical law teachers."); Minna 
J. Kotkin , The Violence Against Women Act Project: Teaching a New Generation of Pub-
lic Intere st Lawyers, 4 J .L. & POL'Y 435, 447-48 (1996) (sta ting that "lawyers staffing 
these programs were larg ely drawn from the legal service and publi c interest commu-
nity. . . . [I]n-house clinicians generally replicated the service models with which they 
were accustomed, and de signe d programs along the line s of their own experiences."). 
131 Elliott S. Milstein, Clinical Legal Education in the United States: In-House Clin-
ics, Externship s, and Simulations, 51 J. LEGAL EDUC. 375, 381 (2001) (stating that the 
informal st udent/faculty ratio standard for in-house clinical program s is 8:1). The aver-
age student/faculty ratio for law schools from 2001-2007 ranged from 14:1 to 20:1. 
American Bar Association, http: 1/ www.abanet.org/legaled/statistics/stats.html (last 
visi ted May 23, 1007) (on file with the Mississippi Law Journal). 
132 See Dinerstein, supra note 130, at 521 n.94 (stating that the "substa ntial time 
and other pressures " on clinicians "militate[s] against production of scholarship"). See 
also Nina W. Tarr , Current Issues in Clinical Legal Education, 31 How. L.J. 31, 41 
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study overstates the leftward tilt of law faculties generally. Re-
search professors are more likely than are clinicians to influence 
students because they teach larger classes. And if the concern 
is the influence of academics' scholarship , 133 clinicians have less 
influence than research professors. 
The authors also downplay a significant trend that they 
found in their data. If critics are correct that the tilt to the left 
is a result of the influx of 1960s radicals into the academy, one 
would have predicted that younger professors would be less 
likely to be leftists. Not surprisingly, the Georgetown study 
found that to be the case: "Politically active Post-Baby Boomers 
show a less pronounced Democratic affiliation that is statisti-
cally significant." 134 That finding undercuts claims of discrimi-
nation by liberal faculty against conservatives , 135 as well as any 
demand for remedial measures to correct an imbalance; in fact, 
the imbalance may correct itself. 136 Despite arguing that their 
methodology allowed generalizations about faculties as a 
whole ,137 the authors were surprisingly less confident about 
their generational finding. That is so because politically active 
Post-Baby Boomers "make up a much smaller proportion of 
their cohort than do politically active professors in other co-
horts."1 38 
Yet another concern about the study's methodology is its fo-
cus on only the top twenty law schools. 139 The authors cite an 
unpubli shed deca de-old study of the top 100 law schools leading 
to similar findings that about 80% of law professors wer e De-
mocrats and only 13% were Republicans. 140 A contemporary 
(1993) (stat in g tha t some inst itution s hav e clinical instructors with "uncertai n one-year 
contracts, no meaningful relationship to, participation in , or responsibilities within the 
in stitut ion"). 
133 McGinnis, Schwartz & Tisdell, supra note 9, at 1193-95. 
134 Id. at 1180 . 
135 See HOROWITZ, supra note 1, at xxxv-xxxv i (stating that th ere is "considerab le 
reaso n to believ e" that the increase in the ratio of liberals to conse rvatives on college 
faculties is a result of political discrim ina tion ); see also DVD, supra note 14. 
136 McGinnis, Schwa rtz & Tisdell, supra note 9, at 1199-1200. 
137 Id. at 1171. 
iJ8 Id. at 1180. 
t3 9 Because of a tie between two schools , the stu dy collected data for twenty-one 
schools. Id. at 1172. 
140 Id. at 1186. 
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study of all American law schools might yield results that are 
less heavily skewed. In recent years, r eligious institutions hav e 
opened law schools with avowedly conservative missions .141 
Other religious institutions , including Brigham Young, Notre 
Dame, Baylor and Pepperdine, have distinct missions that have 
tended to favor more conservative faculty .142 While state 
schools cannot discriminate based on point of view, religious 
and other private institutions can and sometimes do. Among 
secular institutions, George Mason has received ample support 
from the conservative Olin Foundation 143 and has made its 
141 See, e.g., About Regent Law , Regent Univ ersi ty School of Law, 
http://www.rege nt .edu/acad/sch law/ad missions/abo uthome.cfm (last visited Apr. 6, 2007) 
("The mission of Regent Law School is to bring to bear the will of our Creator, Almighty 
God, upon legal edu cation and the lega l profession."); About STU Law, St. Thomas Uni-
versity School of Law, http ://www.stu.edu/abo ut- stu-law-sect ion-353.html (last visited 
Apr. 6, 2007) (''St. Thomas University is an urban, student-centered, Catholic univers ity 
with rich cultural and international diversity, dedicated to educat ing lea ders who con-
tribute to the economic and cultural vital ity of the regions they serve."); Mission State-
ment, Ave Maria School of Law, http ://www.ave mari alaw.e du/prospective/p hilo 
sophy/phill.cfm (last visited Apr. 6, 2007) ("Inspired by Pope John P au l !I 's encyclical 
Fides et Ratio, Ave Maria School of Law offers a distinctive legal education - an educa-
tion characteriz ed by the harmony of faith an d rea son."); Our Mission, Liberty Univer-
sity School of Law , http: //www. liberty. edu/aca demics/law/index.cfm?PID =38 13 (last 
visited Apr. 6, 2007) ("Liberty University School of Law exists to equip future leaders in 
law with a super ior legal education in fidelity to the Christian faith expre ssed through 
the Holy Scriptures."). 
1<12 See Mission and Histo ry , Notre Dame Law School, http://law.nd .edu/p ros 
pective_students/academics/mission.html (la st visited Apr. 6, 2007) ("[Q]ue stions that 
will alway s hav e a central place here inc lud e the relation ship between law and moralit y, 
th e distribution of power betwee n th e state and other social in sti tution s, and the impor-
tance of identifying universal norm s of justice and exploring the approaches of diver se 
cultur es in implementing those norms."); Mission Statement, Pepperdine University, 
http:/llaw.p epper din e.edu/welcome /mission.html (last visited Jun e 11, 2007) ("The 
school's Christian emphasis leads to a special concern for imbuing stu dent s with the 
highest princ iples of professional, ethical, and mo1·al responsibility. An effort is made to 
call together a faculty, staff, and student body who wishes to share this experience of 
qualit y legal education in a value-centered context."); Mission Statement, Baylor Law 
School, http:1/law.baylor.edu/HTML_site/MissionStatement .html (last visited June 11, 
2007) ("As a member of the Baylor University community, the School of Law shares in 
the University's mission to education men and women by int egr atin g academic excel-
lence and Christian comm itment within a caring community."): Mission Statement, 
Brigh am Young University, http ://unicomm.byu. edu/ pres ident/mi ssionstat e 
ment .aspx (last visited June 11, 2007) ("All stu dent s at BYU should be taught the truths 
of the gospe l of Je sus Christ. Any ed ucation is inad equate which does not emphasize 
that His is the only name given und er heaven whereby mankind can be save d."). 
14a See Media Transparency, Recipient Grant s: George Mason University, 
http://www. mediatransparency .org/recipientgrants. php ?recipientID=41 3 (last visited 
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reputation as an institution with a strong conservative law and 
economics bias. 144 Some conservative institutions may already 
be practicing overt viewpoint discrimination, which is, in effect, 
a form of affirmative action for conservatives. 
More fundamentally, studies like the Georgetown study find 
little more than disparity between Democrats and Republicans 
on law or university faculties. Even if the disparity is signifi-
cant, it does not establish that law faculties are far to the left of 
the political center. Critics are too quick to associate party af-
filiation with radicalism. 145 Some studies, relying on self-
reporting of one's political orientation, have found that profes-
sors are more centrist than extreme in their views. 146 Further, 
recent election results demonstrate the wide array of views 
within the Democratic party, from Blue Dog Democrats in states 
like Montana, 147 to socially conservative blue collar Democrats, 
many of whom oppose abortion rights, 148 and to deeply religious 
African-Americans who oppose much of the liberal social agenda 
Apr. 6, 2007) (on file with the Mississippi Law Journal) (listing grants from a number of 
conservative groups , including the John M. Olin Foundation, Inc.). 
144 See Ronald Roach, Unlikely Partners in Philanthropy, BLACK ISSUES IN HIGHER 
EDUCATION (Aug. 31, 2001), available at http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_mODXK/ 
is_14_18/ai_78537580 (on file with the Mississippi Law Journal); see also The Univer-
sity of Chicago Law School, Politics and Advocacy: Challenging Conventions, 
http://www.law.uchicago.edu/alumnilrecord/politics-advocacy.html (last visited Apr. 6, 
2007) (on file with the Mississippi Law Journal) (One alumnus challenged the univer-
sity's conservative reputation saying her experience was quite different.) 
145 See supra note 69 and accompanying text. See also HOROWITZ, supra note l , at 
xxxiii-xxxiv. 
146 JENNIFER A. LINDHOLM, KATALIN SZELENYI, SYLVIA HURTADO & WILLIAM S. 
KORN, THE AMERICAN COLLEGE TEACHER: NATIONAL NORMS FOR THE 2004-2005 HER! 
FACULTY SURVEY 44 (2005) (indicating that 29.2% of professors characterized them-
selves as "middle of the road," while only 7.9% characterized themselves as "far left"). 
141 See Blue Dog Members, BlueDogDems.com, http://www.bluedogdems.com/ 
members.html (last visited Apr. 7, 2007) (on file with the Mississippi Law Journal) 
(listing "Blue Dog'' members of Congress from a number of red and blue states, including 
California). 
148 See Democrats for Life of America, Wikipedia, http:// en . wikiped 
ia .org/wiki/Democrats_for_Life_of_America (last visited May 24, 2007) (on file with the 
Mississippi Law Journal) (listing several pro-life Democrats, including thirty-sev en 
members of Congress, four United States Senators, and four governors). See also Bob 
Casey, Jr., Wikipedia , http: //en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bob_Casey %2C_Jr. 
#Abortion (last visited May 24, 2007) (on file with the Mississippi Law Journal) (stating 
that Democratic senator Bob Casey "is strongly pro -life. He has publicly stated his 
support for overturning Roe v. Wade .... He sup ported the confirmation of both John 
Roberts and Samuel Alito for seats on the Supreme Court of the United States .. .. "). 
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of the party. 149 While neo-cons have found their home in the 
Republican Party, the movement has roots in the Democratic 
Party, dating back to leaders like Washington Senator Henry 
"Scoop" Jackson, a Civil Rights liberal but defense hawk. 150 
Despite a generally held view that the parties have drifted 
further left (the Democrats) and right (the Republicans) from 
the center, 151 a careful study of opinion data rebutted the view 
that Democrats had moved away from the center. 152 It did find 
that the recent Republican congressional majority and the Bush 
administration were ruling far to the right of center. 153 Those 
data suggest that on substantive issues, Democratic professors 
may not be far from the views of fellow Americans. 
The Georgetown study did not effectively rebut that conclu-
sion. The authors did contend that party affiliation measures 
real differences in attitudes. For example, they "have distinc-
tive differences in views on areas such as minority rights and 
affirmative action, environmental protection, and social spend-
149 See The Pew Research Center, Survey: Beyond Red vs. Blue (May 10, 2005), 
http://people-press.org/reports/pdf/242 .pdf (on file with the Mississippi Law Journa[) 
(stating that conservative democrats , a group that includes "many blacks and Hispan-
ics," are "quite religious [and] socially conservative"). 
150 See Wikipedia, The New Republic, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The _New 
_Republic (last visited Apr. 8, 2007) (on file with the Mississippi Law Journal); Wikipe-
dia , Henry M. Jackson, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_M._Jackson (last visited Jan. 
7, 2008) (on file with the Mississippi Law Journal); Wikipedia , Neoconservatism, 
http://en.wikiped.ia.org/wiki/Neoconservatism (last visited Jan. 7, 2008) (on file with the 
Mississippi Law Journal). 
151 See JULlET EILPERIN, FIGHT CLUB POLITICS: How PARTISANSHIP Is POISONING THE 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATJVES 5-7 (2006) "Both parties have used hardball tactics that 
have polarized Washington .... Democrats have bee n waging a daily war in Washing-
ton against the GOP as unrelenting and nearly as virulent as that of their counterparts 
on the other side of the ais le .... [O]nce they arrive, House leaders on both sides go to 
extraordinary len gths to reinforce the partisan divide .. . . " Id. 
152 See JACOB s. HACKER & PAUL PIERSON, O~'F CENTER: THE REPUBLICAN 
REVOLUTION & THE EROSION OF AMERICAN DEMOCRACY 28-29 (2005) "Democrat activ -
ists ... have moved back to the center in recent years even as Republican activists have 
strayed sharply from it .... In contrast with the common view , partisan polarization in 
Congress has not been caused by Republicans moving right and Democrats moving left 
in equal proportion. To the contrary, the rightward shift of the GOP is the main cause 
of polarization." Id. 
' 53 See id. at 28, 34. ''The Republican Party in Congress is far more conservative than 
it was even a quarter century ago .... What was once the right wing of the party is now 
its moderate center . What was once its left flank is all but gone. And what remains is a 
new, hard-edged conservatism that almost completely defines the goals, operations, and 
identity of the contemporary Republican Party." Id . 
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ing. Divisions on these issues consistently track party affilia-
tion."154 But the cited data suggest a significant overlap between 
Democrats and Republicans: for example, 64% of Democrats 
and 34% of Republicans favor a public health insurance plan. 155 
Even more interesting are Republican views on abortion: while 
the authors suggest a similar disparity between Democrats and 
Republicans, other studies found that as many as 70 % of Repub-
licans favored abortion rights.1 56 
Indeed, abortion rights are emblematic of how difficult it is 
to stereotype one's views based on party affiliation. Republicans 
had a majority on the Roe Court, with one Republican and one 
Democrat dissenting. 157 Since the 1980s, Republican presidents 
have consistently appointed Justices with an eye towards over-
ruling Roe.158 Despite those efforts, Republican Justices have 
kept it intact. 159 Indeed, many Libertarians, who often vote for 
Republican candidates, nonetheless favor abortion rights. 160 
The Republican Party thus includes social conservatives and 
economic conservatives, with many of the latter favoring indi-
vidual rights inconsistent with the party platform. 161 As this 
11>1 McGinnis, Schwartz & Tisdell, supra note 9, at 1189. 
i s.'> Id. 
156 Dale Wilcox, New National Poll: 73 Per cent of GOP Supports Choice , May 12, 
2004 , http://www.re I igiousconsul tation.org/N ews_ Tracker/7 3_percent _ GOP _suppo rt s 
_choice.htm (on file with th e Mississippi Law Journal). "[T]he Republica n Pro-Choice 
Coalition changed its name to the Republican Majority for Choice to reaffirm the reality 
that 73% of Republican s believe that the right to choose should be a woman 's deci sion, 
not the government's." Id. 
157 Roe v. Wade , 410 U.S. 179 (1973). Th e majority in Roe consisted of Ju stice s 
Blackmun , Brennan , Burg er, Dougla s, Mar shall , and Stewart. Ju stices Rehnqui st and 
White wrote dissenting opinions. Id. 
1:;s See Roe v. Wade , Wikipedia, http://en.wikipedia.o rg/wiki/Roe _v._Wade (last vis-
ited Apr. 8, 2007) (describ ing, in particular , th e effort s of Pre s ident Rea gan to overturn 
Roe throu gh appointees) . 
159 Planned Parenthood of Se. Pa. v. Casey , 505 U.S. 833 (1992) Reagan-Bu sh ap-
point ees Ju stice s Kennedy , O'Conner , and Souter formed a pluralit y in favor of uphold -
ing Roe. id. 
160 See The Pulse: Pro-choice versus pro-life versus ... , LP NEWS (Jul y 1998) , avail-
able at http://www.lp.org/lpn/9807 -pulse .html (on file with the Missi ssippi Law Journal) 
(indicating that a plurality of libertarians hold "a firm pro -choice position "). 
161 See Th e Pew Research Center , Survey: Beyond Red vs. Blue (May 10, 2005), 
http: //people -pre ss.org/report s/pdf/242.pdf , at 6, 22 (on file with the Missis sippi Law 
Journal) (indicating that Republican s with a st rongl y pro-bu sine ss stance "are distin -
guished from other Republican-leaning groups by their relative lack of intensity with 
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brief discussion suggests, a careful study of bias should use 
more sensitive data than party affiliation. 
Even conceding that law faculties are more liberal than 
lawyers at large , one does not need to concede that faculties dis-
criminate against candidates based on their point of view. The 
authors of the Georgetown study do not contend that their data 
show viewpoint discrimination; 162 others, like Horowitz, have 
done so. 163 But as conservatives have long argued, the absenc e 
of a particular group-typically minorities or women-in a work 
place does not prove discrimination. 164 At a minimum , those 
contending discrimination should have to demonstrate either 
that qualified candidates were in the applicant pool and were 
passed over to create an inference of discrimination, 165 or that 
schools discriminated against particular candidates because of 
their political views.166 
Those claiming that law faculties discriminate do not offer 
any empirical support, other than to point to the dominance of 
Democrats on academic faculties. 167 Occasionally , critics offer 
re spect to individual or socia l moral beliefs ," and "[t]hey are more libertar ian than other 
Republican-oriented groups"). 
162 McGinnis, Schwartz & Tisdell , supra not e 9, at 1203 ("Our data, of course , do not 
show discrimin at ion , and undoubted ly many factors , such as conservatives ' re lativ e 
enthu siasm for market society , contri but e to the gross ideologica l imbalance ."). 
163 See HOROWlTZ, supra note 1, at xxxv-xxxvi (stating that th ere is "considerab le 
reason to believe" that the increa se in the ratio of liberal s to conservatives on college 
facult ies is a result of political discrimination); Posting to Spartacus Blog, 
http://spartacus.blogs.com/spal'tacus/liberal_academic _bias/ index.h tml (Feb . 15, 2004 , 
15:53 EST) (on file with the Mississ ippi Law Journal) (stating that the statistics show 
wid espread discri minati on based on ideologica l beliefs). 
164 Pers. Adm'r of Mass . v. Feeney, 442 U.S. 256, 275 (1979) (lack of female veteran s 
alone insufficient to prove discrimination on part of sta te in creating hiring prefer ences 
for vet er ans); Wash in gton v. Davis, 426 U.S. 229, 238-39 (1976) (lack of black officers 
alone insuffic ient to prove discrimination in hir ing by police department); see also 
McCleskey v. Kemp, 481 U.S. 279, 297 (1987) (st udy indi cat ing disproportionate number 
of black persons executed und er deat h pena lty not of it self eno ugh to prove discri mina-
tion on part of jurors). 
165 McDonnell Doug las Corp. v. Gre en, 411 U.S. 792, 802 (1973). 
166 Th e compl ainant must show that the constit ut iona lly protected cond uct was a 
su bstant ial or motivating factor in the school' s adver se employ ment decision . Mt. 
Hea lth y City Sch. Dist . Bd . of Educ. v. Doyle, 429 U.S. 274, 287 (1977). 
167 See HOROWI'l'Z, supra note l , at xxxiii-xxxiv (stating that th e ratio of faculty 
members hold ing views to th e left of th e politic al spect rum over those holding conser va-
tive views, "strong ly suggests" t he "systematic exclu sion" of the latter). See also Schuck, 
supra note 29: 
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anecdotal evidence of discrimination. 168 Such claims are impos-
sible to access without the facts of individual cases. As dis-
cussed below, those on both sides of the debate about viewpoint 
discrimination would benefit from empirical research, at a 
minimum, into who is in the applicant pool. The Association of 
American Law Schools has a registry of applicants interested in 
teaching positions. That data may allow researchers to deter-
mine who is in the applicant pool and who is hired. Less certain 
is how one could measure the political views of candidates. 
A cursory glance at resumes in the AALS directory suggests 
that a hiring committee bent on discriminating based on point 
of view would have a difficult time doing so without extending 
personal interviews. In a distinctly non-scientific study, I exam-
ined fifty randomly selected resumes from the most recent 
AALS directory. I reviewed the resumes with two questions in 
mind: would I be confident in predicting the cand idate's politi-
cal perspective based solely on material in the resume and 
Id. 
What can be done to make professors practice what they preach on diversity? 
Alas, no easy remedy exists. The tenure system and the lack of mandatory re-
tirement will project existing faculty bias far into the future. Moreover , the 
elite schools recruit new Jaw teachers mainly from the top ranks of their recent 
graduates, whose own predominately left-liberal views are fortified by their 
professors." 
168 For example , one critic contends that Justice Scalia's former law clerks need not 
apply for law faculty positions. See DVD, supra note 14 (stating that former clerks of 
Justice Scalia or Justi ce Thoma s have "a lot more difficult time getting hired"). Ironi-
cally, the Bush administration has made headlines for their discriminatory hiring prac-
tices at the Justi ce Department . See Eric Lipton, Officials Describe Politically Charged 
Ju stice Dept., S.F. CHRONICLE (May 12, 2007), at A4, available at http://www.sf 
gate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?file=/c/a/2007/05/12/MNGIMPQ1251.DTL (on file with the 
Mississippi Law Journal). Elsewhere, criti cs have suggested that the Federalist Society 
has had undue influence in securing prestigious clerkships for young conservatives. See 
EDWARD P. LAZARUS, CLOSED CHAMBERS 264 (1998). "The Federalist Society was enor-
mously effective .... Membership quickly became a prerequisite for law students seek -
ing clerkships with many Reagan judicial appointees as well as for employment in the 
upper ranks of the Justice Department and White House." Id. See also Amy Bach, 
Movin' on Up with the Federalist Society, THE NATION (Oct. 1, 2001), available at 
http://www.thenation.com/doc/20011001/bach (stating that some judges seek out Feder-
alists: "Ju dge Michael Luttig on the Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit , for exam-
ple, hires only students with membership in the Federalist Society or comparab le cre-
dentials on their resumes"). Perhaps, conservatives have gone on the offensive, accusing 
liberals of discriminatory hiring because of their own experience in attempting to en-
force doctrinal conformity. 
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would I vote to extend an interview to the candidate whose re-
sume I reviewed. 
Were I bent on selecting candidates based on political point 
of view, I would be hard pressed to do so. Virtually none of the 
resumes included definitive evidence of the candidate's political 
perspective. In one instance, the candidate's choice of a recog-
nizable left-wing law professor as a reference was suggestive. 
In addition, the candidate listed published works, available for 
scrutiny (if I had time and inclination to make the decision 
based on viewpoint) .169 In another, a candidate worked for the 
American Civil Liberties Union. In two instances , candidates 
worked for judges with national reputations. In one instance, 
the candidate listed other information that seemed to cancel out 
any inferences of political perspective. For example, the candi-
date worked for liberal criminal justice agencies, but also had 
an economics background and a fellowship sponsored by a con-
servative foundation. In a few instances, one might infer politi-
cal perspective from the firm for which the candidate worked. 
But inferring point of view from association with a law firm is a 
risky business; one needs to ask whether the candidate was na-
ive about the firm's reputation; was she simply trying to get the 
best experience possible; or did he want to learn how the other 
side thinks? 
Depending on how desperate one felt in weeding through 
resumes to single out conservatives or liberals, one might make 
some gross generalizations: are minority candidates more likely 
to be politically liberal? Can one infer political persuasion from 
course preferences; thus, can one infer that a person interested 
in teaching human rights law is more liberal than a candidate 
who wants to teach business associations? If so, a law school 
might have difficulty both discriminating based on political per-
spective and finding capable faculty to teach all of the tradi-
169 At least at the early stages, a hiring sub-committee reviewing hundreds of re -
sumes has little time to go beyond the AALS form resume . Some hiring committ ees do 
routinely review the scholarship of all the people whom they interview. I am not aware 
how widespread that practice is . E-mail from Joshua Dressler, Frank R. Strong Chair in 
Law , Michael E. Moritz College of Law , The Ohio State University , to au t hor (May 23, 
2007, 15:43 CST) (on file with the Mississippi Law Journal) [hereinafter Dressler E-
mail]. 
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tional courses . Can one infer political perspective from state 
residence? None of the resumes hinted at the candidate's relig-
ion unless one inferred that students attending Catholic law 
schools are also Catholic, not an especially accurate measure. 170 
But determining a candidate's religion is a far cry from deter-
mining her politics in many cases. 
My efforts to find evidence of political perspective based on 
the paper trail felt like a waste of time. I doubt that many 
search committee members engage in that kind of discrimina-
tion. 171 They must sort through a thousand or so resumes from 
the AALS in addition to many more direct solicitations. My ex-
perience on search committees suggests that committee mem-
bers make selections based on several criteria having nothing to 
do with political perspectives. One is dictated by teaching needs 
of the school. Hence , an intellectual property candidate from a 
conservative firm is more likely to get an interview than a 
member of the ACLU with no interest in property law. A second 
criterion is evidence of scholarly potential, most importantly 
whether the candidate has written already, 112 and where the 
candidate published the articles. The third criterion is the can-
didate's academic record; a fourth is the candidate's work his-
tory. A committee's consideration of gender and race may tip 
the scale towards the left. 173 
170 One might try to inf er religious affiliation from the candid ate's ethnic back-
ground. As my own case proves, that can be a risky bu siness . My It alian ancestors were 
Prot es tants. When I first ente red t he teac hing marke t in 1976, I had reaso nable success 
in getting interviews with Cath olic law schools, but little success in getting int erviews 
with Bapti st schools. I never asked my colleag ues at Loyola New Orleans, where I first 
taught, whether they were surprised and disap poin te d when they le arn ed th at I am not 
Catho lic. 
171 At least at law schools where I have ta ught , deans have attempted to bal ance the 
hiring commi tt ee. At McGeorge, the committee usua lly includes a r epresentat ive sam -
ple of the faculty, includin g facult y with different political perspectives. 
172 At McGeorge, the hirin g commi ttee reads a candidate 's scholarship only after we 
have decided to invite the candi date to cam pu s. Other schools read th e scho lars hip of 
all cand idates who m they agree to interview at the annua l Associa ti on of American Law 
Schools' hiring confere nce. Still other schools read all of the candida te's schol arship 
before making a decision whether to in terview the cand idat e. Dress ler E-mail , supra 
note 169. 
173 Pau l L. Caron & Rafael Gely, What Law Schools Can Learn from Billy Bean e and 
the Oakland Athl etics, 82 TEX. L. REV. 1483, 1450 (citi ng research stating t hat of th e 
findings re lating to t hose new professo rs who are considered successfu l law school pro -
fessors, "the most -cited group is 12% fema le and 28% min ority, wh ile t he control group 
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Any real opportunity to discriminate based on political per-
spective comes once a candidate is on campus. Even then, so 
many other criteria factor into hiring decisions. Probably the 
most important are whether the candidate impresses faculty as 
articulate, capable of teaching effectively, and as a potential 
colleague. As discussed in more detail below, 174 if, as some lit-
erature now suggests, many conservatives score high as au-
thoritarian on personality indices, personality, rather than po-
litical perspective , may be more relevant to the rejection of a 
candidate than her politics. 
This discussion of hiring practices hardly proves the ab-
sence of discrimination. But it suggests the lengths to which 
law professors would have to go to discriminate based on politi-
cal perspective. Given the number of factors relevant to hiring 
that have nothing to do with political perspective , the discussion 
does suggest that whatever effect point of view has is marginal. 
As developed below, because conservatives may bring pres-
sure to increase their numbers on law faculties, liberals ought to 
be prepared to rebut the broad claims of their most extreme ad-
vocates . The debate about liberal bias would benefit from a 
carefully designed empirical study of the applicant pool to de-
termine whether law schools are in fact discriminating against 
conservatives. 
Given the absence of that data currently, one can only 
speculate whether the applicant pool includes a large number of 
highl y qualified conservatives who are passed over for teaching 
positions. Also, we lack good empir ical data showing whether 
liberal students outperform their conservative counterparts on 
standardized tests like the SAT and LSAT. Some evidence deal-
ing with psychological differences between liberals and conser-
vatives suggests that liberals should outperform their conserva -
tive classmates. 175 
is 50% female and 16% minorit y." These results suggest that minoriti es are more suc -
cessfu l and women less successf ul.). 
174 See infra note s 177-81 and accompanying text. 
17s See infra note s 179-83 and accompanyin g text. 
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The benchmark of success in law school is the abilit y to 
make subtle distinctions and to argue alt er native positions. 176 
That is , a successful student is one who can see both sides of a 
legal issue. Recent empirical studies suggest that liberals are 
more adept than are conservatives at recognizing both sides of 
an argument. 177 For example, New York Univ ersit y Professor 
John Jost and his co-authors found that conservatives and lib-
erals demonstrate psychological differences. 178 Conservativ es 
show a "'heightened psychologi cal ne ed to manag e uncertaint y 
and threat."' 179 As summarized in a subsequent pap er, Jost con -
tends that "conservatives are, on average, more rigid and closed-
minded than liberals." 180 Extensive data from eighty-eight stud-
ies, compiled over forty-four year s from different countries, 
demonstrates "a clear tendency for conservatives to score higher 
on measures of dogmatism , intolerance of ambi guit y, needs for 
order, structure, and closure and to be lower in openness to ex-
perience and integrative complexity than moderate s and liber-
als." 1s1 Jost's findings suggest that liberal s ou ght to outperform 
176 RICHARD MICHAEL FISCHL & JEREMY PAUL, GETTING TO MAYBE: How TO EXCEL 
ON LAW SCHOOL EXAMS (1999) (Most law school exams are a means of testing a student's 
ability to find th e issues th at are raised by the facts and to deal with the facts in the 
context of varying rul es or statutory interpretations that could be ap plied to that fact ual 
scenari o. Often thi s requires mak ing argume nt s for one interpretation an d against an-
other, which may turn on a sma ll factual matter.). 
177 J OHN w. DEAN, CONSERVATIVES WITHOUT CONSCIENCE 27-31 (2006) (discuss ing 
social conserva tives as being author itar ians, the author indi cates that conservatives are 
unable to recognize the illogical, inconsistent , and contradictory natur e of the ir belief s 
and attri bute s thi s lack of recogni tion to aut horit arians' underlying psycho logical na· 
ture); John T. J ost, The End of the End of Ideology, 61 AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGIST 651, 
661 (2006); John T. J ost, J ack Glaser, Arie W. Kruglanski & Frank J . Sulloway , Polit ical 
Conservatism as Moti vated Social Cognition, 129 P SYCHOLOGICAL BULLETIN 339 (2003); 
Transcript of interview between Neil Cavuto an d Rush Limbaugh on "Your World" (Feb . 
9, 2006), http :/lwww.foxnews.com/s tor y/0,2933,184342,00 .html (on file with the Missi s· 
sippi La w Journal) (decry ing the move to the center in favor of passio nate ext rem ism). 
11s Jo st, Glaser, Kru glanski & Su lloway, supra note 177 (explaining that the re· 
searc h emp loyed a "meta- an a lysis" that identified psychological variab les that were 
corr elated, positive ly and negative ly, with politi cal conserva ti sm. The st udies were con· 
ducted on a seri es of eighty-eight samples conducted over forty-fou r years that involved 
22,818 individual cases in twelve countries.). 
119 DEAN, supra note 177, at 30 (citing Dr. J ohn Jo st, "Media FAQ's: Answers by 
John J ost") (Provided to the author by Dr. Jo st) . 
1so Jo st, supra note 177, at 661. 
1s1 Id. at 661-62. See also id. at 662 (concludi ng that "much evidence ... [supports 
th e) ... rigid it y-of-the-right hypoth es is ... and contrad icts persistent claims that liber-
als and conservatives are equally rigid and dogmatic"). 
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their conservative colleagues in law school. If so, one would ex-
pect that more liberals would outperform more conservative 
classmates in law school and would be over-represented on law 
faculties. 
In addition to whether liberals outperform conservatives 
academically, the Jost findings have other implications about 
hiring. The fact that conservatives are more dogmatic, intoler-
ant of ambiguity , rigid and closed-minded than liberals are may 
explain why fewer of them are hired than their more open-
minded, flexible colleagues. As argued above, many factors in-
fluence hiring decisions that have little to do with political per-
spective. Some, like Horowitz, argue that liberals want to hire 
liberals because they think alike and so are discriminating 
based on point of view. 182 But the failure to hire a conservative 
may result from far more benign considerations. Imagine two 
candidates, one, inflexible and closed-minded, and another, tol-
erant of ambiguity and, presumably, of others' ideas. One might 
choose the latter candidate without regard to her political per-
spective.183 
Further, the Jost data suggest yet another reason why 
many conservatives may not choose to enter the applicant pool. 
Ideally, law professors should not use their classrooms to indoc-
trinate, as Horowitz and others have argued. 184 The benchmark 
of a law professor is the ability to induce discussion focusing on 
1s2 See HOROWITZ, supra note 1, at xxxvi-xli. 
183 Imagine, for a moment, that a hiring committee was considering Antonin Scalia 
for a teaching position. Committee members might be impressed with his intellect and 
his credentials, but might raise questions about his temperament. Apart from the con-
tents of his views, would they want him as a colleague? If stories circulated about his 
performance on the Court are accurate, he has lost support for his views because of his 
personally demeaning attacks on his colleagues. For example, according to some 
sources, he lost the support of Justice Kennedy in the abortion cases because of his 
sharp personal attack on Justice O'Connor. JEFFREY ROSEN, THE SUPREME COURT: THE 
PERSONALITIES AND RNALRIES THAT DEFINED AMERICA 199 (2007) ("Scalia managed to 
alienate even his ideological sympathizers. His contemptuous attacks on the pragmatic 
jurisprudence of Justice O'Connor - he said of one of her abortion opinions that it 'can-
not be taken seriously'-clearly took its toll .... Some scholars have argued that 
Scalia's relentless personal attacks on O'Connor and Kennedy dissuaded them from 
overturning Roe v. Wade."). 
181 See HOROWITZ, supra note 1, at xxvi-xxx . 
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both sides of the legal issu e.185 That kind of exchange is not as 
enjoyable for a person who is doctrinaire, intolerant of ambigu-
ity, or rigid in her thinking.186 
Other factors may explain the absence of conservatives in 
the applicant pool. Some have suggested that conservatives are 
more interested in financial success than are liberals. 1s1 At a 
minimum, the operation of the market may explain why more 
liberals than conservatives enter the teaching mark et. Moti-
vated to do "good," many liberals choose lower paying public 
interest jobs than do conservatives. 188 As a result , liberals can 
make the transition to teaching without experiencing a financial 
shock. 189 Conservatives, who tend to value the free market 
185 See Michael Vitiello, Professor Kingsfield: The Most Misunderstood Character in 
Literature , 33 H OFSTRA L. REV. 955 (2005). 
t8'5 Imagine how difficult it would be for Rush Limbaugh to teach in law school. See 
David Folkenflik, Building Bipartisanship? Not Limbaugh's Problem , NPR , Crossing the 
Divid e (Jan. 25, 2007), http://www.npr.orgftemplatesfstoryfstory.php?storyld=7018083 
(on file with the Mississippi Law Journal) (stating that Limbaugh has no interest in 
forging compromise and that he prefers heated debate and "trying to persuade people to 
agree with [him]"). 
1s7 Cf. The Pew Research Center , GOP Makes Gains Among the Working Class , 
While Democrats Hold On to the Union Vote (Aug. 2, 2005), http://people-
press.org/commentary/display.php3?AnalysisID=l14 (on file with the Mississippi Law 
Journal) (indicating that "the more income a person has, the more likel y he or she is to 
be a Republican , and the less in come a person has, the more likely he or she is to be a 
Democrat"). 
1ss See Posting of Stephen Bainbridge to http://www.stephenbainbridge.com/pund 
itr y/comment s/an_oldi e_but _a__goodie_bias _against_conservatives _in_law_school_hiringf 
(Aug. 25, 2005) (on file with the Mississippi Law Journal) (citing a statement by George 
Lakoff, a linguistics professor at University of California, Berkeley) ("The disparity in 
[academic] hiring ... [is because] '[u]n like conservatives, [liberals] believe in working for 
the public good and social justice."'). Cf. Philip E. Crewson, Public-Service Motivation: 
Building Empirical Evidence of Incidence and Effect, 7 JOURNAL OF PUBLIC 
ADMIN[STRATJON RESEARCH & THEORY 499, 500 (1997) ("[P]ublic employees have a 
greater int erest in altruistic or ideological goals suc h as helping others or doing some-
th in g worthwhile for society an d less intere st in monetary rewards than do their pr i-
vate-sector counterparts." Assuming that there are more liberals employed in the public 
sector, it would follow that lib era ls are more likely to be motivated by altruism than are 
conservatives.). 
189 In side High er Ed, Facult y Salari es Up 3.8% (March 12, 2007), 
http :ffwww.in sidehighered ucation.comfnews/2007/03/12/cupa (on file with the Missis-
sippi Law Journal) (Median salary of Profe ss or of Law ($121,301), Associate Professor of 
Law ($91,509), Assistant Profe ssor of Law ($78,294)). The media n salary of public inter-
est lawyers varies from $36,000 for an entry-level Civil Legal Services Attorney to 
$73,000 for a local prosecutin g attorney with eleven to fift een years of experience. Press 
Rel ease , NALP, NALP Publish es New Report on Salaries for Public Sector and Public 
Interest Attorneys (Sept. 1, 2006), ht tp://www.nalp.or g/pre ss/details.php?id = 63 (on file 
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more than do liberals, 190 may not be able to give up the higher 
paying job that they favor.191 
I doubt that law faculties tilt nearly as far as critics sug-
gest. Even a serious study like the Georgetown study does not 
prove a significant tilt to the left . Further , even if a tilt exist s, 
the leftward tilt of law faculties does not prove a bias against 
conservatives , for example , in hiring decisions. Th e n ext section 
explores whether whatever leftward tilt is present in law school 
has a cost. 
V. No HARM, No FOUL 
If I were convinced that my conservative students are 
harmed because of liberal bias, I would change sides in the on-
going debate about liberal bias. This section explores why con-
servative students cannot claim that they are at a disad vantage 
because of any liberal bias of their professors and why the 
claims by conservative critics may harm conservative students. 
Indeed , conservatives have often criticized liberals for fostering 
the view that women and minorities are victims. 192 The over-
blown rhetoric of Horowitz and his fellow travelers may hav e 
that effect on conservative students. 
Right-wing critics have claimed that left-wing professors 
punish conservative students for their views and that, unless 
students tow the left-wing line , they receiv e lower gr ades .193 
wit h the Mississippi Law Journ al). The median sa lary for a fir st-year associate at a 
firm with more than 500 at torne ys is $125,000 ; for an eighth -yea r asso ciate, it is 
$181,500. Pr ess Release, NALP , Entr y-Level Lawyer Sa lar ie s Remarkab ly Stab le (Aug. 
8, 2005), h ttp ://www.na lp.or g/press/ detail s.php?id =56 (on file with th e Mississipp i Law 
Journal) . 
190 McGinnis, Schw artz & Tisdell , sup ra not e 9, at 1203. 
191 See id. a t 1203-04 (ignorin g thi s fac tor) . 
192 Miche l Fe her, E mpowerm ent Hazards: Affi rmative A ction, R ecovery Psychology, 
and Iden tity Politics, 55 R EPRES ENTATIONS 84, 87 (1996) ("Until as recent ly as the early 
1990s, the Right was very keen to sti gma tize what it called th e 'victim ta lk' of its oppo -
nents, th at is, th e self-fashi oning of certain group s as society's he lpless victims . Pr imar -
ily a ssociate d with the gr ieva nces of women an d minoriti es, such a discourse was de-
noun ced by it s conser vati ve cr itics as a blatant betr ayal of th e fam ously se lf-re liant 
American et hos. However, since . .. 1992, many con servativ e ideologues have see med 
less in ter este d in condemni ng 'vict im talk' than in co-optin g it ... . Right -win g leade r s 
thu s end eavor to claim the 'benefits' of victim izat ion for th eir own const itue ncies.") . 
193 See Ann e D. Ne al, Academic Bias, By th e N umber s, Fron tP age Magazine (J an. 
20, 2006), ht tp ://www.frontp age mag.com/Article s/ReadA rti cle.asp?JD=20967 (on file 
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Those claims seem to be based on students' self evaluation, 194 
obviously not a very reliab le measurement of bias. In addition, 
critics can cite remarkably few complaints of grading bias. 195 A 
recent report rebuts the claim that conservative students are at 
a disadvantage. 
Three co-authors, including lead author Markus Kemmel-
meier, a University of Nevada-Reno sociologist, studied top stu-
dents' politics and grades in the undergraduate setting. 196 The 
authors found that students tend to choose areas of study based 
on their politics; for example, liberal students interested in so-
cial justice are more likely than their conservative peers to take 
courses in sociology. Conservative students were more likely to 
take courses in business and economics. 197 In disciplines at-
tracting liberal students, the authors found no correlation be-
tween the grade received and the students' politics. 198 In 
courses attracting more conservative students, conservative 
students had a slight, but statistically significant, advantage in 
grades received. 199 
The authors cautioned against a left-wing attack on profes -
sors for conservative bias. Instead, they argued that the gap 
was small and offered other, more innocuous explanations of the 
with the Mississippi Law Journal); Posting of David Horowitz to FrontPage Magazine , 
http: //www. frontpagemag .com/blog/Read.aspx?GUID=4 BED8421- 7F6E-4 761-A296-
E64B98921594 (June 19, 2003, 8:55 AM) (on file with the Mississippi Law Journal) 
(citing the case of one ROTC student who failed a course on the Vietnam War after at-
tending class in his uniform and being berated by his professor for being a part of the 
imperialist enemy - the military). 
194 See Jennifer Jacobsen, Pennsylvania Lawmakers Form Panel to Investigate 
Claims of Political Bias in College Classrooms, THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
(July 7, 2005), available at http://chronicle.com/temp/email2.php?id=8SpvrwRYkjk 
CvxnwfsCcKXrqn4wNC6XB (on file with the Mississippi Law Journal) (indicating that 
on ly about fifty stu dents made complaints to the legislator and that these complaints 
were th e impetus for the hearings) . 
195 See id. (stating that the legislator received fifty complaints from among the thou -
sands of students served by th e Pennsylvania State System of Higher Education) . 
196 Markus Kemmelmeier , Cherry Danielson, & Jay Basten , What's in a Grade? 
Academic Success and Political Orientation , 31 PERSONALITY AND SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 
BULLETIN 1386, 1390 (2005) (The study uses "data from a 4-year longitudinal study [to 
examine] [3,890] students' academic success as a function of conservatism while control-
ling for a range of predictors of academic success."). 
,91 Id. at 1391. 
19s Id. at 1392. 
199 Id . at 1393. 
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fact that liberal students received lower grades in those 
courses. 200 
The Kemmelmeier study involved undergraduate disci-
plines. There, unlike in law school, grading is not anonymous. 
As a result, a professor knows whose paper or exam she is grad-
ing. Bent on consciously or unconsciously punishing her stu-
dents for political perspectives, she is able to do so. Apparently, 
that simply does not happen, at least not in the aggregate. 201 
And while some instances of bias may exist, I have already dis-
cussed different personality traits of liberals and conservatives: 
given the rigidity of conservative thinkers, if bias takes place, 
one would expect conservative professors to be more likely to be 
biased, unconsciously at least, against liberal students. 
While Horowitz and others rail against liberal bias against 
conservative students and colleagues, they ignore proven in-
stances of intolerance, especially at religious institutions. For 
example, until recently, some schools, like Bob Jones Univer-
sity, employed strict behavioral codes disallowing interracial 
dating.202 Elsewhere , reports have surfaced about discipline 
against faculty for what seem like minor doctrinal disagree-
ments with strict religious codes of their universities. 203 There, 
punishment is meted out not for misconduct, but legitimate in -
tellectual differences. 
Law professors have little opportunity to discriminate 
based on their students' point of view. Law schools require that 
200 Id. at 1395 (stating that person-environment fit indicates that certain people with 
certain perspectives fare better in certain academic fields; conse rvative st udent s may be 
more likely to aspire to enter conservative job fields and thu s be more driven in their 
school work in those fields; they may feel more at ease with these clas ses and materials 
and be more intrinsically enga ged). 
20, Id. at 1396-97 (acknow ledging that bias could happen in individual cases). 
202 Bob Jones University dropped the ban on interracial dating in 2000 in the wake 
of media scrutiny and political scorn . CNN, Bob Jones Univ ers ity Ends Ban on Interra-
cial Dating (Mar. 4, 2000), http://archives.cnn.com/2000/US/03/04/bob.jones/ (on file with 
the Missi ssippi Law Journal). 
203 For examp le, after an incident at Patrick Henry Christian College in which the 
university president forced a professor to change his speech regarding St. Augustine, 
nine professors agreed that if one was unfairly reprimanded or dismissed , the other 
eight would fight that action. Thomas Bartlett, 5 Departur es on Patri ck Henry Faculty 
Pose Question: Are Christianity and Liberal Arts Contradictory Missions ?, THE 
CHRONICLE OF HIGH ER EDUCATION (May 12, 2006), available at http://chron 
icle.com/daily/2006/05/200605120211.htm (on file with the Miss issippi Law Journal). 
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professors grade exams anonymously. 204 Even apart from 
anonymous grading, the structure of most law school examina-
tions limits the likelihood that professors are grading students 
based on their political perspectives . The typical law school ex-
amination does not ask , "Defend the Supreme Court's decisions 
from Roe205 through Casey," 206 or, "Critique the Supreme Court's 
recent Fourth Amendment case law," questions that might re -
quire students to take a political position contrary to their 
own .207 Most law school questions present students with factual 
hypotheticals with a call of the question that forces them to ana-
lyze the facts in light of prevailing precedent. Analyzing the 
questions does not call upon the students to take a particular 
political stance, but instead requires students to be familiar 
with the case law and to be able to analyze it in light of a new 
set of facts. 
Many courses may lend themselves to political debates. 
Constitutional Law, Criminal Procedure, Torts and Criminal 
Law readily come to mind . In fact , a professor bent on teaching 
any particular course from a political perspective may be able to 
do so. For example, one might be able to infuse even a course 
like Civil Procedure with politics. 208 Despite that, testing in a 
204 "ATIICUS FALCON," ESQ., PLANET LAW SCHOOL: WHAT You NEED TO KNOW 
BE FORE You Go ... BUT DIDN'T KNOW TO ASK 131 (Fine Print Press 2003) (1998) (indi-
cat in g that almost all law schools use a blind grad ing system) . Some students believe 
that anonymous grading is not, in fact, anonymous. Frustrated with that kind of cyni-
cism when I began teac hin g, I have come to accept it as a fact of law school life. I do 
point out to my students that those who believe that we know whose exams we are grad-
ing requires them to believe two things about law profe ssors: one is that law schoo l 
facu lti es are willin g to engage in massive fraud; two is that the average law pro fessor is 
so motivated to "get" students that she risks violating school policies protecting student 
anonymity. 
205 Roe v . Wade, 410 U.S. 179 (1973). 
206 Plann ed Parenthood of Se. Pa. v. Casey, 510 U.S . 1309 (1994). 
207 Arguably, my hypothetical questions would test the students ' abilities to see 
competing legal arguments . 
208 Examples abound . A few exam ple s may suffice: The Class Action Fairness Act of 
2005 , Pub. L. No. 109-2, § 2, 119 Stat. 4 (2005) (amending 28 U.S.C. §§ 1711-15), nomi-
nally a procedural device , was driven by products manufa ctur er s to avoid populist state 
juries. A case like Erie Railroad Co. v. Tompkins , 304 U.S. 64 (1938) , has generated 
great interest, in part , because of the political stakes in the case. For example, Erie can 
be understood as a rea ct ion to decisions by the conservative Court that overruled popu-
list legislation. EDWARD A. PURCELL, JR., BRANDEIS AND THE PROGRESSIVE 
CONSTITUTION: ERIE, THE JUDICIAL POWER, AND THE POLITICS OF THE FEDERAL COURTS 
IN TWENTIE:TH-CENTURY AMERICA (2000) . Even something as seemingly politically neu-
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wa y that favors liberals over conservatives or vice versa is less 
likely to occur because of the typical method of testing. 
Imagine, for example, the typical final exam in Civil Proce-
dure which includes a question about subject matter jurisdic -
tion . Thus , the fact pattern may involve a plaintiff incorporated 
in New Jersey and Pennsylvania, with its principal place of 
business in New Jersey , filing an action in federal court in New 
Jerse y against a defendant incorporated in Pennsylvania, with 
its principal place of business in Pennsylvania. After a count er-
claim , the original pla int iff may seek to join as a third party 
defendant a partnership with partners in Pennsylvania and 
New Jersey , while other parties of various states of citizenship 
attempt to intervene in the action. The call of the question typi-
cally asks the students whether the court has subject matter 
jurisdiction over the various claims and parties. A competent 
answer must analyze a variety of questions about existing law, 
including whether the particular jurisdiction follows the major-
ity rule dealing with partie s incorporated in multiple dis-
tricts ,209 or the minority rule (whereby a court considers the 
corporation of a citizen of the state where th e action is filed), 210 
whether the various additional claims arise out of the sam e 
transaction or occurrence, 211 and whether the would-be interve-
nor 's rights may be impaired if it does not have the right to in-
tervene. 212 Furthermore , competent answers would need to ex-
plor e whether th e various partie s can invoke supplem ent al ju-
ri sdiction und er 28 U.S.C. §1367(a) and wh ether supplemental 
juri sdict ion is improp er und er 28 U.S.C. §1367(b). 
A student who spent tim e in serting politic s into th e ques-
t ion would almost certainl y be wasting her tim e. The ty pica l 
examination ask s the students to analyz e the qu es tion under 
pr eva ilin g law. A student does not impro ve th e an swer by dis -
t ral as the Fe der al Ru les of Civil Pr ocedu re were fir st advance d by conse rvat ive busi-
ness in te rests and were only enacte d aft er populi sts took up the ca ll for simplifi ed pro· 
cedu ral rul es . Id . at 28-31; Da vid Marcus, Eri e, The Class Action Fairness Act, and Some 
Federalism i mplica tions of Diversity J urisdiction, 48 WM. & MARYL. REV. 1247, 1292-95 
(2007). 
209 RICHARD D. FREER, INTRODUCTION TO CIVIL PROCEDURE 167-72 (2d ed. 2006). 
210 Majewski v. New Yor k Cent. R.R. Co. , 227 F. Supp. 950 (1964). 
211 F ED. R . CTV. P. 13(a). 
212 FED. R. CJV. P . 24. 
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cussing whether supplemental jurisdiction is an appropriate use 
of federal judic ial resources or an unwarranted intrusion into 
state prerogative. 213 
Less typically, professors ask policy oriented questions. 
Thus, one might envision an exam that does invite a discussion 
of policies of federalism and efficiency in the use of diversity and 
supplemental jurisdiction. But even there, I find it inconceiv-
able that a professor cares where a student comes out on her 
conclusion if she understands some of the underlying tensions 
between federalism and efficiency.214 
The basic method of testing is the same whether the course 
is more or less emotionally charged. Thus, a typical Crim inal 
Procedure exam follows very much the same pattern as does the 
Civil Procedure exam. Here is a typical Criminal Procedure 
question: 
Federal agents lawfully arrested Defendant and took him into 
custody. There, they gave him his Miranda warnings. He first 
signed the waiver form but then requested counsel. The 
agents then asked him for his age, birth date and place of 
birth, address, height, and Social Security number. He re-
sponded to all of those questions. (S 1). In addition, they re-
quested a hair sample and indicated that if he did not provide 
one voluntarily, they would get a court order. He agreed to al-
low the agents to take a hair sample at a local hospital. The 
agents accompanied him to the hospital. While awaiting a 
2 13 I should clarify that point. If the call of the question is whether the court has 
subject matter jurisdiction over the claims and parties, a good answer may discuss effi-
ciency if it supports how a court ought to read the statute. Efficiency, after all, is one of 
the policies that supports supplemental jurisdiction. But to go further to endorse or 
criticize supplemental jurisdiction because the student thinks that federalism concerns 
are implicated seems quite far afield. A student might raise questions about the consti -
tutionality of supplemental jurisdiction; but given the lack of meaningful judicial sup-
port , such a discussion would be of marginal importance at best. 
214 Imagine a question that asks, "Comment on §1367." A good answer would raise 
policy considerations, notably efficiency and the utility of alJowing a federal judge to 
decide the federal question part of a case, and federalism concerns , notably that a fed-
eral court hears a state law claim with no independent basis of Article III power and 
does so today only because of the Supreme Court's abandonment of its original and 
narrow interpretation of pendent claim jurisdiction. See United Mine Workers of Amer-
ica v. Gibbs, 383 U.S. 715 (1966), overruling Hurn v. Oursler , 289 U.S. 238 (1933). I 
doubt that any professor would grade a student's answer based on whether the student 
endorsed a particular view of the merits, i.e., that a professor would give a higher grade 
to a student who concluded that §1367 violated the Constitution. 
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medical technician to take and label the sample, Defendant 
began to talk about the crime, (S 2), at which point , the agents 
requested that he sign another waiver. He did so. After offer-
ing a few more details about his crime (S 3), he requested a 
lawyer and fell silent. The agents sat in silence for awhile. 
Defendant began talking again and made a full confession. (S 
4). 
549 
The call of the question requires the students to address the 
admissibility of the various statements. The analysis requires a 
thorough understanding of several major Supreme Court cases, 
including Edwards v. Arizona,2 10 Miranda v. Arizona, 21 6 Oregon 
v. Bradshaw, 217 Oregon v. Elstad, 21s and Missouri v. Seibert. 219 
An attempt to insert one's political views into the answer would 
be distracting and would waste time. 
On occasion, a professor might ask a policy question or one 
focusing on the jurisprudence of a particular justice. For exam-
ple, Joshua Dressler used the following exam questions as a 
small part of his final exam: 
A. Take one United States Supreme Court case considered 
in this class this semester with which you disagree and: 
1. Explain what the case holds and the Court's rationale for 
its holding. 
2. Explain why you believe the Court was wrong. Your an-
swer should also indicate how you would have decided the pre-
cise issue before the Court, and why you believe your result is 
preferable. 220 
2 1s 451 U.S. 477 (1981). 
216 384 U.S. 436 (1966). 
211 462 U.S. 1039 (1983). 
21s 470 U.S. 298 (1985). 
219 542 U.S. 600 (2004). 
220 The cited question was one of three question s and was allocated only t hirty min-
ute s. Dressler include s a more traditional fact pattern that is the most common heavil y 
weighted part of my exams. He adds that, on some exams, "I have quoted a paragraph 
from a law review article and sought their comment on the topic. Of course, I guess 
those who fear liberals might believe that this would skew in favor of those who give the 
'right' (i.e. , liberal) answer, but I really don't think it does with me. But, nobody who is 
cynical would believe that." E-mail from Joshua Dres sler , Frank R. Strong Chair in 
Law, Michael E. Moritz College of Law, Th e Ohio State University, to author (Jan. 7, 
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While Dressler 's short essay questions may invite a politica l 
harangue, successful students must demonstrate thorough fa. 
miliarity with the cases and their holdings. Furthermore, the 
questions invite precise analysis, not just political broadside . In 
addition to these policy oriented questions, Dressler includes 
traditional questions as well. 221 
Some students complain that classroom discussions have 
little to do with what professors test on their exams.2 22 If that is 
the case, it may be because a professor spends too much time 
discussing students ' perspectives .223 In fact, many critics of the 
Socratic Method and law school generally urge that law profes-
sors allow their students to voice their personal opinions with-
out the professor seriously challenging those views. 224 And yet, 
when it comes time to write final exams, professors almost cer-
tainly fall back on traditional, and appropriate , testing methods 
that focus on issue spotting and analysis, not on advocating for 
a political position. 225 
Critics of liberal bias can point to no empirical evid ence to 
support their conclusion that conservative students are pun-
ish ed because of their political views. Further , anonymous 
grading and the typical exam format severely limit the possibil-
ity of using political perspectiv e as a measure of academic suc-
cess. No doubt , some conservative students contend that their 
2008, 16:03 CST) (on file with the Mississippi Law Journal) [hereinafter Dress ler E-
mail , II ]. 
22, In sofar as t hese quest ions invite answers base d on politics, defining "lib era l" and 
"conservat ive" views in Criminal Procedure is a t r icky business. Many libertarians, 
conservative on econom ic issues, a t·e interested in rest r ainin g the exercise of state and 
federa l power and may side with liberals on Fourth. F ifth and Sixth Amendment iss ues. 
In an e -mail exchange, Dress ler made a sim ilar point: "One of the 'lessons' I offer on 
Day 1 of the class eac h semester is for them to rea lize that jus tices rarely can be labeled 
sim pli sti cally as ' liberal' or 'conservat ive' or even 'pro-defend ant' or 'pro -law enforce-
ment,' but rat her that justices will have a more or less sophist ica ted view of const itu-
tional inte rpr etation and/o r of a reading of particular constitutiona l provisions ." See 
Dressler E-mail II , supra note 220. 
222 FALCON, supra note 204, at 115. 
223 Viti ello, supra note 185, at 995-1004. 
22 4 See id. (Man y argue tha t the Socrat ic Method causes moral numb ing and the 
possibility of loss of moral bearings in students wh en they are forced to take positions 
oppos ite their own bel iefs.) . 
225 See FALCON, supra note 204, at 107 (indi cating tha t , a mon g professors who teach 
th e same subject matter, there is sub sta ntial over lap regar ding what material is tested ). 
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political perspective resulted in their poor performance. 226 But 
both liberal and conservative law students who perform poorly 
may explain away their performance by looking for excuses.221 
The authors of the Georgetown study suggest that the ab-
sence of conservative faculty may harm conservative students 
because students lack mentors. 228 Even on the assumption that 
students are more conservative than their professors, 229 the 
Georgetown study indicates that most faculties include some 
conservative members. 230 They are, after all, merely demon-
strating under -representation at most of the elite schools, not 
the absence of conservatives. 231 As a result, most faculties will 
include some conservatives to whom conservative students may 
flock if they feel that they can receive mentoring only from con-
servative professors. In addition, by excluding adjuncts, the 
Georgetown study excludes a large pool of likely conservative 
mentors and often an especially impressive group. Accom-
plished practitioners and judges serving as adjuncts can do 
more than write glowing letters of recommendation for their 
226 See Academe, supra note 44 ("Of the 50 complaints that [the initiating legislator] 
received, [his opposition] says the majority are anonymous and come from the Web si te 
of Students for Academic Freedom ... . "). 
22 7 Paul A. Trout , Shame on You, THE CHRONICLE REVIEW, November 3, 2006 (argu· 
ing that when students are shamed or embarrassed by their professor either because of 
the grade received or a statement in class, the student will react by "try[ing] to shame 
his sham er"). See also FALCON, supra note 204, at 115. 
228 Cf. McGinnis, Schwartz & Tisdell, sup ra not e 9, at 1201, (stating that faculty 
diver sity is even more important than student diversity because they set the curri cu la 
and bring opportunities of academic growth to campu s to benefit the stude nt s, as well as 
provide connections for st udents in th eir clerkships). The authors thus provid e exam· 
pie s of how the faculty can affect the opportunities open to students at a given law 
school. Id. 
22s Cf id. at 1180 (indicating that Post·Baby Boomer s tend to be more conservative 
than Baby Boomers, thus implying that law professors, many from th e Baby Boomer 
generation , are more libera l than their Post.Baby Boomer students. Contra UCSC In· 
stitut ional Resea rch (2003), http://planning .ucsc.edu/irps/Enrollmt /FRESH02 /CIRP2002 
%20Alte rnate.pdf (on file with the Missi ssipp i Law Jo urnal) (In compar ing data col· 
lecte d every four years since 1986, the research showed that nationally , and at UC 
Santa Cruz, stud ents have "moved towards increasingly libera l socia l attitudes ," except 
for the continued legal ization of abortion . The other measures included the legalization 
of marijua na , abolishment of the deat h penalty and the prohibition of homosexuality.). 
230 McGinni s, Schwartz & Tisdell , supra note 9, at 1170, 1177 (stating that while th e 
contributions are mostly Democratic , 15% are Republican). 
231 Id. at 1177 ("At Yale·arguably the nation's leading law school.ove r 40% of all 
professo rs made political contribution s ... with the ratio of Democratic to Republican 
donors being approx imat ely twenty to one. "). 
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students; they can hire them. 232 The Georgetown study also 
found that younger faculty tended to be more conservative than 
their older colleagues. 233 Almost certainly, students seek out 
younger faculty of all political stripes more readily than they 
seek out older faculty. Furthermore, the absence of mentors for 
conservative students assumes that liberal professors are un-
willing to mentor conservative students. That is a highly ques-
tionable assumption. In fact, if, as an increasing body of em-
pirical data suggest, liberals are more accepting and open-
minded than are conservatives, conservative students ought to 
be able to find mentors without difficulty.234 
Insofar as liberal professors demonstrate their bias in the 
classroom, 235 one wonders whether that leads to any identifiable 
harm. As Judge Posner has observed, students may simply turn 
off their professors' ideas if the students disagree with them. 236 
232 Among the adjunct professors at University of the Pacific McGeorge School of 
Law are successful private practitioners , deputy district attorn eys and attorneys gen-
eral, general counsel for the Pacific Legal Foundation and for the California Department 
of Education, judges, associate justices, administrative judges, Deputy Executive Direc -
tor of the California State Bar , and Supreme Court Justice Kennedy. University of the 
Pacific McGeorge School of Law, Academics , Faculty , http://www.mcgeorge.edu/x186.xml 
(last visited Nov. 1, 2007). 
233 McGinnis, Schwartz & Tisdell, supra note 9, at 1180. 
234 By contrast to undergraduate schools where student-faculty ratios allow a good 
deal of interaction between students and their professors, law schools often have high 
ratios. In addition, first year classes are often large. Further, lL students, often in -
timidated by their professors, do not seek out their professors as readily as undergradu-
ates do. As a result, many law students do not seek out or develop mentors among their 
professors. 
235 Some critics, like Horowitz, make that claim. See HOROWITZ, supra note 1, at xlvii 
(stating that "many conservative students ... are singled out today" and activist profes-
sors have become "adversaries" of conservativ e students); see also FALCON, supra note 
204, at 44 (stating that liberal and conservative faculty sometimes use the classroom to 
espouse their own political views). The claims are at best anecdotal , and at least in law 
school where the Socratic Method is still used widely, professors have less opportunity to 
indoctrinate their students . For a study regarding the use of the Socratic Method in law 
school, see Steven I. Friedland, How We Teach: A Survey of Teaching Techniques in 
American Law Schools, 20 SEAITLE U. L. REV. 1, 28 (1996) (discussing the results of a 
survey in which 97% of the professors who responded indicated that they "used the 
Socratic method at least some of the time in first year classes"). 
236 See Liptak, supra note 73 (quoting Judge Richard A. Posner) ("I don't think the 
liberal bias of law school faculties has much impact on the students . .. Law students 
are careerists, and for them law school is career preparation, not Sunday chapel"); Jen-
nifer Jacobson, Students May Tune Out Professors of Opposing Political Views, Scholars 
Tell Pennsylvania Panel, THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION (Mar. 23, 2006), avail-
able at http://chronicle.com/daily/2006/03/2006032302n.htm (on file with the Mississippi 
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I doubt that many professors spend much time in their class-
rooms simply spouting or letting students spout their political 
views without forcing that those views be substantiated. Fur-
ther, as I have argued elsewhere, most of what ought to go on in 
class focuses not on personal opinion but on court holdings, 
analysis and policy.237 
Perhaps conservative students feel aggrieved because they 
are forced to argue liberal positions in their classes. Some crit-
ics of traditional legal education have argued that students be-
come morally numbed and cynical because of legal education. 
As one commentator has written: 
[Students] learn to suppress their feelings and come to care 
less about others. They learn that their value systems are ir-
relevant. "[T]he underlying highest value taught, even if im-
plicitly, is the ability to come up with convincing reasons in 
support of any argument, whether one personally agrees with 
them or not, and to defend those reasons with cogent and con-
vincing logic, on behalf of anybody"-a process that may lead 
to a moral neutering of the students. 238 
On this view, the effect of having too many liberal profes-
sors is not just that students might shift to the left but that con-
servative students will experience moral numbing. 
Elsewhere, I have argued that this kind of challenge to 
one's ideas is a necessary and positive element of a legal educa-
tion.239 Law students are adults and part of the psychological 
development from their teens to their twenties is the abandon-
ment of simplistic views of the world. 240 As uncomfortable as 
students may find the challenge, forcing students to understand 
competing legal arguments is essential to the successful practice 
Law Journal) (quoting April Kelly-Woessner , Assistant Professor of Public Policy at 
Pennsylvania State University at Harrisburg) (stating that stu dents may "tune out " 
professors who overtly express their political ideology in the classroom and they there-
fore may not be the "sponges that some people have suggested"). 
231 Vitiello, supra note 185, at 1000-03 . 
238 Ann L. Iijima, Lessons Learned: Legal Education and Law Student Dysfunction, 
48 J. LEGAL EDUC. 524, 529 (1998) (quoting WALT BACHMAN, LAW V. LIFE: WHAT 
LAWYERS ARE AFRAID TO SAY ABOUT THE LEGAL PROFESSION 56 (1995)). 
239 Vitiello, supra note 185, at 995-1002. 
240 See Susan Daicoff, Lawyer, Know Thyself- A Review of Empirical Research on 
Attorney Attributes Bearing on Professionalism, 46 AM. U. L. REV. 1337, 1414 (1997). 
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of law. An effective advocate must be able to anticipate and re-
but her opponent's arguments or she will constantly be blind-
sided by her opponent. 241 Professor Jeffrey Rosen's recent book 
on the Supreme Court includes the following discussion of Chief 
Justice Roberts' views: 
As an advocate, Roberts prided himself for having represented 
both sides of an issue - liberals and conservatives, government 
and industry-and this increased his belief in the importance 
of a bipartisan vision of law. "I do think it's extremely valu-
able for people to be on both sides .... It does give you a per-
spective that you just can't get any other way, in terms of what 
the concerns of the other side really are. And it also gives you 
an added credibility, and that's very, very important."2 42 
The lesson is clear: students ought to applaud professors 
for challenging their views, rather than complaining about not 
having their own views given sufficient weight.2 43 
If law school faculties show an unacceptable tilt to the left , 
conservative students can vote with their feet as well. As men-
tioned above, some schools have a distinct conservative bias in 
their hiring of faculty. Some of those schools are highly 
ranked. 244 Were there large numbers of highly qualified conser-
vative students disgruntled with the liberal bias of their law 
professors, presumably the market would have solved the prob-
lem: conservative students would apply to schools with more 
conservative faculties, raising the credential levels of those 
schools, resulting in increased rankings of those schools in na-
tional ranking systems like the U.S. News & World Report rank-
21 1 Vitiello, supra note 185, at 998-99. 
242 ROSEN, supra note 183, at 230. 
243 Of course , this is precisely why many liber al professor s challenge their liberal 
st ud ent s as well. 
244 See, e.g., Ameri ca's Best Graduat e Schools 2008, U.S. NEWS AND WORLD REPORT, 
available at http://grad-school s. usnew s.ranking san drevi ews.com/usnews/ edu /grad/ 
rankings/law/brief/lawrank _brief.php, at 44-45 (ranking Notr e Dame 28th, Brigham 
Youn g 44th, and Pepp erdine 66th out of 184 accredited law schools). Furth er , a 2007 
su rvey ranked Pepperdine amon g the 25 most underrated law schools in the country. 
Vault.com, Most Und er rat ed Law Schools : National Ranking 200 7, http://www. 
vault.comnawschool/underrated/ (last visited May 29, 2007). 
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ing of law schools. 245 Little evidence exist s that conservatives 
with high credentials are flocking to elit e conservat ive 
schools .246 While conservatives are usually enthusiastic about 
th e free market , they seem blind to the fact that conservative 
consumers of legal education have plenty of choices. Inst ead, 
they seem to assume that some artificial correction be impos ed, 
in Horowitz's case, by stat e legislatures or Congress. 247 The au-
thors of the Georgetown study are more judicious and avoid ar-
guing in favor of affirmative action for conservati ve faculty, 2~s 
but still suggest greater outreach to expand the pool of conser-
vative faculty. 249 
To date, data suggest that conservative students are almost 
as satisfied with th eir law school experience as are other stu-
dents. 250 But critics lik e Horowitz and, to a less er ext ent , th e 
authors of the Georgetown study, run the risk that their claim s 
will harm conservative students. Inviting conservative st ud ents 
to beli eve that law schools are dominated by a liber al bias that 
silences conserv ativ e voices does all of us a disserv ice. The 
criticism is unfair to conscientious liberals who take seriously 
our obligation to educate all of our students . It is also unfair to 
conservative students . 
245 U.S. News & World Report considers credential s of incomi ng st udents as a major 
factor in its ranking of American law schools. America 's Best Graduat e Schools, supra 
not e 244 at 16, 45. 
m According to a 2006 study by th e Law School Admission Council, only 2. 7% of self-
identified politically conservative stu dent s indicated that the ir affiliation with this 
group played an important role in their decision to atten d their current law school. See 
Law School Admission Council, The Climate in Law Schools for GLBT Persons: Result s 
from a Survey of Law Students (April 2006) available at http: //www.lsac.org/pdfs/2006-
2007/GLBT-Climate -Surve y.pdf, at 8 [hereinafter LSAC STUDY). 
247 See Academi c Bill of Righ ts and Student Bill of Rights, supra note 39 and accom-
panying text. 
248 McGinni s, Schwartz & Tisdell. supra note 9, at 1198, 1203. 
249 Id. at 1203. 
250 LSAC STUDY, sup ra note 246, at 10 (stat ing that results of a survey indicate "an 
overall high degre e of satisfaction with law school and with individu a ls' choices of which 
law schools to atte nd .... "). Respondent s described the ir law schools as "fairly hospi-
table" to all group s. alth ough th e perceived clim ate for conservative students was 
sligh tly less hospitable than for liberal stude nts. Id. at 9. Further. 4.6% of conservatives 
reported experiencing discrim ina tion compared to 3.3% of liberal students. id. Pre -
su mab ly, th ese statistics sho w tha t conservatives are slight ly less sat isfied with their 
law school expe rience . 
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For some time, conservatives have accused liberals of mak-
ing minorities and women into victims. 251 In the area of race, it 
holds that society, including black leaders and white liberals, 
h as advanced a variety of myths about the oppression of Afri-
can-Americans. 252 ''Victimology'' focuses on the role of society in 
causing poor performance among African-Americans. 253 The 
effect has been the perpetuation of poor performance , for exam-
ple, by African-American students. On this view , African-
American students "do so poorly in school decade after decade 
not because of racism, funding, class parental education, etc., 
but because of a virus of Anti-intellectualism that infects the 
black community." 254 ''Victimology" is a "major obstacleO to 
black advancement." 255 It prevents the "victims" from accepting 
responsibility for their own success and allows them to blame 
others for their performance. 256 
Conservatives make similar claims about liberal-feminists. 
For example, in Who Stole Feminism: How Women Have Be-
trayed Women, Christina Hoff Sommers characterized one 
branch of feminism as "gender-feminists," who blame men for 
their lack of opportunities . Sommers contends that gender-
251 See JOHN H. MCWHORTER, LOSING THE RACE: SELF-SABOTAGE IN BLACK AMERICA 
238 -41 (2000) (claiming that the libera l proponents of affirmative action "dehumaniz e'' 
African-Americans and are "operating according to the Victimologist perspective") . An-
other conservative group. The Ne twork for Enli ghtened Women (NEW), challenges the 
ideals of "radical " liberal feminists and claims these feminists promote victimizati on. 
Network for Enlightened Women (NEW), http:/lwww.enlightenedwomen.org/home.htm 
(last visited June 1, 2007) (on file with the Mississippi Law Journal) ; Kathleen Brack en, 
Secretary of NEW , Teaching Intellectual Tyranny, THE CAVALIER DAILY (Mar. 14, 2007), 
available at http:/lwww. cavalierda ily. com/CVArt icle .as p?ID=29632&pid=1560 (on file 
with the Mississippi Law Journal) ("According to the radical feminist thought supported 
in women and gen der st udies, I am unknowingly a victim of a patriarchal society and 
completely misled by societal norms."). See also CHRISTINA HOFF SOMMERS, WHO STOLE 
FEMINISM: How WOMEN HAVE BETRAYED WOMEN 134 (1994) ("A befuddled liberalism 
has proved to be fertile soil for the growth of an intolerant gender feminism."). 
252 See MCWHORTER, supra not e 251, at 8-25 (describing and rebuttin g seven "out-
right myths or vast exaggerations and distortions, born ... through the prism of Victi-
mology"). 
253 See id. at 1-49. 
2;1 Id. at 83. 
205 Lino A. Graglia , Do Racial Preferences Cause Rather than Rem edy the Black Aca-
demic-Performance Gap?, 80 TEX. L. REV. 933. 944 (2002) (reviewing JOHN H. 
MCWHORTER, LOSING THE RACE: SELF-SABOTAGE IN BLACK AMERICA (2000)). 
2w Graglia , supra note 255 at 942. 
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feminist s "disempower " themselves, the antithesis of what 
feminism is about. 257 
Horowit z and other conservatives routinely criticize liberals 
for making minorities and women into victims .258 And yet they 
stoke the fears of conservative students that they are the vic-
tims of their liberal professors. 259 Certainly , there is more than 
a touch of iron y in this state of affairs. Perhaps the extravagant 
claims by right-wing critic s that liberal professors are biased 
against them hav e already resulted in some of the greater dis-
satisfaction felt by conservative students than their more liberal 
counterparts. 260 
2• 7 See HOFF SOMMERS, supra note 251, at 16 (stat ing th at Amer ican femini sm is 
currently dominated by "gender feminists" who "seek to persuade the public that Ameri -
can women are not the free creatures we think we are" and that '·our society is best 
descr ibed as a patriarchy, a 'male hegemony ,' ... in which the dominant gender works to 
keep women cowering and submi ssive·). Sommers , whose ideas run contrary to the 
views of many liberal feminists. works for a conse rvat ive/l ibertarian think tank. Chri s-
tina Hoff Sommers, Wikipedia , http ://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christina_Hoff_Sommers 
(last visited Jun e l, 2007) (on file with th e Mississippi Law Journal). Additionally , 
many of her books ha ve been su bsidized in part by conservative groups. Id . 
258 See HOROWITZ, supra note 1, at 372 ("[T]he source of the radicals ' power was their 
willingness to deploy the weapo n of vict imh ood to stigmat ize and silence their in te llec-
tua l opposition."); Feher, sup ra note 192 and accompa nying text: Netwo rk for Enli ght -
ened Women (NEW), http://www.en lightene dwomen.or g/home.htm (last visited June 1, 
2007). NEW is a conservative women 's organization that challenges "radical" libera l 
feminist idea ls and claims tha t such groups promote victimization of women. See Kath -
leen Bracken , Secretary of NEW. Teaching Intellectua l Tyranny, THE CAVALIER DAILY 
(Mar. 14, 2007), available at ht tp:f/www .cavalierda ily.com/CV Article.asp ?ID= 
29632&pid=l560 ("According to th e radical femini st tho ught support ed in women and 
gender stud ies, I a m unknowingly a victim of a patriarchal society an d complete ly mis-
led by societal norms ."); see also HOFF SOMMERS, supra note 251, at 134 ("A befuddled 
liberali sm ha s proved to be fertil e soil for t he growth of an intolera nt gender femi -
nism.'). 
2M See HOROWJTZ, supra note 1. at xxvii ("[Teachers ] must not seek the arbitrary 
imposition of persona l opinions and prejudices on stu dents, enforced throug h the power 
of the grad ing process and the authori ty of the instit uti ons they rep resent."). Horowitz 
goes on to claim that the "lack of professiona lism·· by libera l activist professors ha s a 
negativ e impact on st udents. Id. at xiv. He also states that "many conservat ive student s 
. . . are sing led out today." and acti vist professors have become "adversarie s" of conser-
vative st udents. Id . at xlvii . 
260 LSAC STUDY, supra note 246, at 9 (stat ing that the perceived climate at law 
schools for conservative students was slight ly less hospitable than for liberal stu dents, 
and that a higher percentage of conservat ives reported experie ncing discrimination tha n 
did liberals) . Some of th is dissati sfac tion may be due, in part , to the relaxed admiss ion 
sta ndard s for wea lthy, often conservative, ·'legacy childre n." See JEROME KARABEL, THE 
CHOSEN: THE HrnDEN HISTORY OF Am.USSION A.'ID EXCLUSION AT HARVARD, YALE, A."-m 
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not because of racism, funding, class parental education, etc., 
but because of a virus of Anti-intellectualism that infects the 
black community." 254 ''Victimology" is a "major obstacleO to 
black advancement." 255 It prevents the "victims" from accepting 
responsibility for their own success and allows them to blame 
others for their performance. 256 
Conservatives make similar claims about liberal-feminists. 
For example, in liVho Stole Feminism: How Women Have Be-
trayed Women, Christina Hoff Sommers characterized one 
branch of feminism as "gender-feminists," who blame men for 
their lack of opportunities. Sommers contends that gender-
25 1 See JOHN H. MCWHORTER, LOSING THE RACE: SELF-SABOTAGE IN BLACK AMERICA 
238-41 (2000) (claiming that the liberal proponents of affirmativ e action "dehumanize " 
African-Americans and are "operating according to the Victimologist perspective "). An-
other conservative group, The Network for Enlightened Women (NEW) , challenges the 
ideals of "radical " liberal feminists and claims these feminists promote victimization. 
Network for Enlightened Women (NEW), http:ffwww.enlightenedwomen.or gfhome.htm 
(last visited June 1, 2007) (on file with the Mississippi Law Journal); Kathleen Bracken , 
Secretary of NEW , Teaching Intellectual Tyranny , THE CAVALIER DAJLY (Mar. 14, 2007) , 
available at http:f/www.cavalierdaily.comfCVArticle.asp?ID =29632&pid =l560 (on file 
with the Mississippi Law Journal) ("According to the radical femini st thought supported 
in women and gender studies, I am unknowingly a victim of a patriarchal society and 
completely misled by societal norms."). See also CHRJS'I'INA HOFF SO!v!J'vl.ERS, WHO STOLE 
FEMINISM: How WOMEN HAVE BETRAYED WOMEN 134 (1994) ("A befuddled liberalism 
has proved to be fertile soil for the growth of an intolerant gend er feminism. "). 
252 See MCWHORTER, supra note 251, at 8-25 (describing and rebutting seven "out · 
right myths or vast exaggerations and distortions , born ... through the pri sm of Victi-
mology") . 
253 See id. at 1-49. 
254 Id. at 83. 
255 Lino A. Graglia, Do Racial Preferences Caus e Rath er than Remedy the Bla ck Aca-
demic -Performance Gap ?, 80 TEX. L. REV. 933, 944 (2002) (reviewing JOHN H. 
MCWHORTER, LOSING THE RACE: SELF-SABOTAGE IN BLACK AMERICA (2000)). 
256 Graglia, supra not e 255 at 942. 
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feminists "disempower" themselves, the antithesis of what 
feminism is about.2°1 
Horowitz and other conservatives routinely criticize liberals 
for making minorities and women into victims. 258 And yet they 
stoke the fears of conservative students that they are the vic-
tims of their liberal professors. 259 Certainly, there is more than 
a touch of irony in this state of affairs. Perhaps the extravagant 
claims by right-wing critics that liberal professors are biased 
against them have already resulted in some of the greater dis-
satisfaction felt by conservative students than their more liberal 
counterparts. 260 
25; See HOFF SOMMERS, supra note 251, at 16 (stating that American feminism is 
currently dominated by "gend er feminists" who "seek to persuade the public that Ameri-
can women are not the free creatures we think we are" and that "our society is best 
describ ed as a patriarchy, a 'ma le hegemony,' ... in which the dominant gender works to 
keep women cowering and submissive"). Sommers, whose ideas run contrary to the 
views of many liberal feminists, works for a conservative/libertarian think tank. Chris-
tina Hoff Sommers, Wikipedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christina _Hoff_Sommers 
(last visited June 1, 2007) (on file with the Mississippi Law Journal). Additionally, 
many of her books have been subsidized in part by conservative groups. Id. 
25s See HOROWITZ, supra note 1, at 372 ("[T)he source of the radicals' power was their 
willingness to deploy the weapon of victimhood to stigmatize and silence their intellec-
tual opposition."); Feher, supra note 192 and accompanying text; Network for Enlight-
ened Women (NEW), http: //www.enlightenedwomen.org/home.htm (last visited June 1, 
2007). NEW is a conservative women's organization that challenges "radical" liberal 
feminist ideals and claims that such grou ps promote victi mization of women. See Kath-
leen Bracken, Secretary of NEW, Teaching Int ellectual Tyranny, THE CAVALIER DAILY 
(Mar. 14, 2007), available at http://www.cavalierdaily.com/CVArticle.asp?ID= 
29632&p id=1 560 ("According to the radi cal feminist thought supported in women and 
gen der st udies, I am unknowin gly a victim of a patriarchal socie ty and complete ly mis-
led by societa l norm s."); see also HOFF SOMMERS, supra note 251, at 134 ("A befuddled 
liberalism has proved to be fertile soil for th e growth of an intolerant gender femi -
nism."). 
2,; 9 See HOROWITZ, supra note 1, at xxvii ("[Tea cher s] must not seek the arbitrary 
imposition of persona l opinion s and prejudices on stu dents, enforced through the power 
of the grading process and the authority of the inst itution s they repre sent ."). Horowitz 
goes on to claim tha t the "lack of profess iona lism" by lib era l activist professors has a 
negative impa ct on students. Id. at xiv. He also states that "many conservative stud ent s 
... are singled out today," and act ivist professors hav e become "adver saries" of conser-
vat ive studen ts . Id. at xlvii. 
260 LSAC STUDY, supra note 246, at 9 (stati ng that the perceived clim ate at law 
schools for conservative students was slightly less hospitable than for libera l studen ts, 
and that a higher percentage of conservatives reported experiencing discr imination than 
did liberals). Some of this dissatisfaction ma y be due, in part, to the relaxed admission 
standards for wealthy, often conservative, "legacy children." See JEROME KARABEL, THE 
CHOSEN: THE HIDDEN HISTORY OF ADMISSION AND EXCLUSION AT HARVARD, YALE, AND 
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Absent some showing of harm to conservative students, we 
ought to be quite dubious about altering current hiring prac-
tices. 261 Apart from the odd spectacle of conservatives advocat-
ing for something akin to affirmative action for conservatives, 
one can imagine odd scenarios playing out in hiring. Which 
conservative points of view must a faculty consider in hiring? 
Given that a faculty may have many liberals who share some 
values of individual freedom with libertarians , should that 
school hire only social and religious conservatives to give the 
requisite balance? In assessing hiring needs , should a school 
canvass the faculty views on issues of the day to determine if a 
sufficiently broad spectrum of views is present to allow diverse 
points of view? Thus, if a faculty finds too many anti-war liber-
als on the faculty, it would press to hire some pro-war advo-
cates? Or should it simply seek to achieve balance among the 
major political parties? What happens if a faculty hires a can-
didate to fill one of its conservative seats, but the candidate 
then switches party affiliation before or after promotion? 
One can easily imagine other problems that might arise. 
Should a law school be compelled to hire a Christian fundamen-
talist who thinks that homosexuality is an abomination? What 
if that is a primary focus of her scholarship, a point of view 
harmful to the school's reputation and hurtful to members of the 
student body? Should a southern law school be compelled to 
hir e a scholar who thinks that Brown u. Board of Education 262 
was wrongly decided, even if that school is trying to overcome a 
reputation and history of racial discrimination? 
One commentator has suggested that Republican women 
are the least represented group on law faculties. 263 Many Re-
PRI NCETON 629-30 n.149 (200 5). Certain ly the law school experience differs for those 
lackin g the cred entials to legit imatel y compete. 
26 1 To their cred it, the authors of the Georgetown stud y do not advocate radi cal solu -
tion s; no doubt they ar e sensitive to the claim that they would be advocat ing affirmative 
action for conservati ves. Inst ead, their recomme ndations are relativ ely modest. 
McGinni s, Schwa rtz & Tisdell , sup ra note 9, at 1203 (suggesting instea d that law 
schools try to ·'assure that there are substantia l numbers of conservative s and Republi-
cans repre sented at facult y workshops and as visitin g faculty member s'"). 
202 347 U.S. 483 (1954). 
263 See McGinni s, Schwartz & Tisdell, supra note 9, at 1179 ("[P]olit ically active 
female professor s are substanti a lly more Democra t ic than their male counterpart s."). 
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publican women, as many Republican men , 264 come from 
wealthy families and may have been the beneficiaries of af-
firmative action already in the form of legacy admissions at 
prestigious schools. 265 Surely, making them the special target of 
hiring does not make a compelling case. 266 Going down the road 
towards correcting the under-representation of conservatives 
seems a poor step to take. 
As argued above, I do not believe that conservative critics 
have made their case. As a result, I do not think that we need 
to start struggling with the remedy to an overblown problem, 
one that may be moderating over time anyway. 267 That is espe-
cially true because conservative students cannot seriously con-
tend that they are the victims of liberal bias. 
264 George W. Bush , for exa mple, gained admission to Yale a lth ough he was a "me-
diocre student" with a verbal SAT score that placed him at the bottom 10% of the fresh-
man class. KARABEL, supra note 260. at 344-45 (suggesting that his admission was due 
to the wealth, prestige and connections of his family). 
265 See KARABEL, supra note 260, at 629-30 n.149 (relying on figures provided by the 
Office of Institut ional Resea rch at Yale) ("George W. Bush was not alone in re ceiving 
preference in 1964; the admi ss ion rate that year for legacy applicant s was 47 percent 
compar ed to 27 percent for nonlegacy app licants ."). According to a recent study by th e 
Pew Research Center, "the more income a pers on has, the more likely he or she is to be a 
Republican, and the les s incom e a person ha s, the more likely he or she is to be a De-
mocrat. " The Pew Resea rch Center, GOP Makes Gains Among the Working Class, While 
Democrats Hold On to the Union Vote (Aug. 2, 2005), http://people-pres s.org 
/commentary/disp lay.php3?AnalysisID =l 14 (on file with the Mississippi Law Journal) 
(based on an analysis of 129 su rveys with more than 200,000 respond ents conducted 
since 1992). 
266 In upholding the constitutionality of race-conscious admissions in universities. 
th e Court in Grutter v. Bollinger discussed the importance of looking to th e background 
of students in the admissions decisions. 539 U.S. 306, 338 (2003). Historical inequality, 
as well as modern-day racial discrimination , lea ds to fewer educationa l opportunities for 
many minority students. As the Court stated: "By virtue of our Nation' s struggle with 
racial inequality, such students are less likely to be admitted in meaningful numbers on 
cri teria that ignore those experiences." Id. "[I]t remains the current reality that man y 
minority st udents encounter markedly inadequate and un equal educational opportu ni-
ties." Id. at 346 (Ginsburg , J. , concurring). Wealthy Republicans certainly cannot claim 
such disadvantage. See also DeFunis v. Odegaard , 416 U.S. 312, 331 (1974) (Doug las, 
dissenting) (stating that law schools shou ld consider economic disadvantage in the ad-
missions process). 
267 McGinnis, Schwartz & Tisdell, supra note 9, at 1180 (indicating that Baby -
Boomers are more liberal than younger faculty , and that this "yields some possible indi-
cat ions of future changes in the ideological composition of the legal academy. "). 
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VI. THE UNDUE INFLUENCE OF LIBERAL PROFESSORS 
The authors of the Georgetown study did not rest their case 
on harm to students. Instead , they suggested that law schools 
should increase intellectua l diversity, in part, because of the 
influence that law professors have on the development of the 
law. For example, they argued that law professors are "in the 
business of creating a new stock of legal ideas." 268 Unlike prac-
ticing lawyers, professors should "contribute a distinctively in-
dependent perspective that would command particular attention 
an d persuasive force."269 
The study also argues that professors' views have other 
more subtle influences on the law. For example, they contend 
that "the academy exercises influence on constitutional law ... 
through its assessment and reassessment of the reputations of 
members of the judiciary." 270 That is the result of two factors; 
one, that professors form their views of Justices based on ideol-
ogy and two, that judges care about their reputations. 271 Jus-
tices may alter their jurisprudence towards the left to appeal to 
liberal professors. 272 Because of professors' special role in influ-
encing the law, the argument goes, conservatives deserve to 
have their voices heard as well.273 
The occasional law professor may influence the direction of 
the law. The authors of the Georgetown study cite Catherine 
MacKinnon's work on sexual harassment as "largely responsible 
268 Id . at 1193. 
269 Id. Not surpri singly, the authors do not have empirical eviden ce to measure the 
influence that law profe ssor s have on the development of the law. Such data wou ld be 
hard to produce . They do give anecdota l evide nce that professors' liberal bias effects law 
reform . For examp le. liberal professors file more left leaning amicus briefs and advance 
similar position s in law reform groups like th e American Law In stitute. Id . at 1193-95. 
2,o Id . at 1196. 
211 Id. 
212 Id . at 1197-98. 
273 See DVD, supra note 14 (stating that lib era l law faculties will "influence a gen-
era tion of lawyers ," thus great ly impacting society). Dean Cas s further contends that 
liberal bias is a "danger " and a "problem" that needs to be eliminated. Id. According to 
the authors of the Georgetown study, society would benefit from ideological diversity at 
law schools. McGinnis , Schwartz & Tisdell , supra note 9, at 1194, 1202 ("[M]ultipl e 
conflicting persp ect ives provide . .. society with a public good-the vetting of both sides 
of an important lega l issue from its most sophi sticated academic theorists .... Ideologi-
cal divers ity might also improve a law school's contribution to public discourse-one of 
the principal public goods that law schools provide to society at large ."). 
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for creating thi s area of the law." 274 Laurence Tribe 's string of 
victories before the Supreme Court suggests a high level of re-
spect for his work. 275 No doubt, other examples exist. 276 
But the idea that left leaning academics have a major im-
pact on the development of the law (one that is so skewed that it 
is in n eed of an artificial correction) seems odd. Several factors 
suggest that legal academics have little overall influence on the 
dir ection of the law. 
One recent study found that judges cite academic scholar-
ship far less than they did in the past. 277 Some critics suggest 
that the reason is both the style and content of that scholar-
ship.278 Others contend that law schools stopped hiring experi-
enced law yers and have hired inexperienced lawyers with ad-
vanced degrees, who do rese arch in increasingly esoteric areas 
having no utility to practicing lawyers. 279 Highly theoretical 
21 4 McGinnis, Schwartz & Tisde ll, supra note 9, at 1195. 
275 Between 1981 and 2005, Trib e won seventee n cases in front of the Unit ed States 
Supr eme Court, includin g a spa n of seven in a row in the ea rly 1980s. Laur ence Tribe. 
Wikipedia, http ://en.wikip edia .org/wi.ki/Laurence_Tribe (las t visi ted Jun e 5, 2007) (on 
file with the Mississippi Law Journal). 
276 A number of scholar s have ack nowledged the influ ence of Pr ofessor Ant hony 
Amersterdam's work. See, e.g., WELSH s. WHITE, LITIGATING IN THE SHADOW OF DEATH: 
DEFENSE ATTORNEYS IN CAPITAL CASES 208 (2006) ("Following the exa mple of Anthony 
Amsterdam in the pre-Furman era, defense atto rn eys have transformed our und er-
sta ndin g of the modern system of capital puni sh ment , identifying fundamental probl ems 
with the way it opera tes."). 
211 Trends in Federa l Judi cial Citations and Law Review Articles, Round tab le Dis-
cussion: Court of Appea ls for the Second Circuit, Benjamin N . Cardo zo School of Law 
(Mar . 8, 2007), available at ht tp://graphic s8.nyt imes.com/ packages/pdf/national/ 
2007031 9_federal_citations.pdf, at 1. For example , in the 1970s, federal courts cited the 
Harvard Law Review 4,410 times; in the 1990s, the number of citat ions dropped by more 
than half, to 1,956; so far this decade it ha s only been cit ed 937 times. Id at 6. 
278 LASSON, supra note 8, at 29-30 (quoting Yale law professor Fre d Rodell) ("[T]here 
are two things wrong with . .. legal writing: 'One is its sty le. The othe r is its content ."'). 
279 See Round tab le Discussion, sup ra note 277, a t 1 ("Jud ges and commentators have 
noted a change in law review scholar ship over the past decades. Th ey contend th at 
articles have become increasingly th eoretical, branching outside of the traditiona l lega l 
boundaries, and as a result are increasingly irrel evant tools for the practica l work of 
argui ng and deciding cases."); Kennon M. Sheldon & Lawrence S. Kri eger, Understand-
ing the Negative Effects of Legal Education on Law Students: A Longitudinal Test of 
Self-Determination Theory, 894 PERSONALITY AND SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY BULLETIN 882 , 
883 (May 4, 2007) ("Law schools traditio nally empha size theo retica l scholar ship and the 
teachi ng of legal theory, and many hire and reward facu lty primarily based on scholarl y 
potential and production."). 
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scholarship may influence tenure decisions, 280 but is not likely 
to assist judges . 281 
Other trends have lessened the influence of academic law-
yers. In Punishment and Democracy: Three Strikes and You're 
Out in California, the authors lament the loss of influence of 
academic lawyers. According to the authors, "[P]art of the prob-
lem is that most academic lawyers are not much interested in 
criminal justice policy processes. Most of the problem is that 
there is no demand for what experts have to offer , which is in-
formation about the implications and consequences of policy 
choices." 282 They trace the problem to the public's loss of confi-
dence in government and the academy, part of the populism of 
the 1970s.283 
Indeed, both the left and the right have attacked experts. 
Postmodern theory has challenged the interpretation of texts by 
established experts-the elite-while elevating the individual's 
interpretation of texts above the views of those experts. 284 But 
more importantly , politicians, mostly on the right, have made 
2so See LASSON, supra note 8, at 30 ("Nowadays the goal of publication is much less to 
find answers than to avoid perishing in pursuit of promotion and tenure."). Lasson 
discusses how promotion and tenure standards focus on articles published in law re-
views rather than briefs, practice manuals, casebooks, or treatises. Id at 45. See also 
Sheldon & Krieger, supra note 279, at 883 (stating that law schools overvalue theoreti -
cal scholarship). 
2s1 See Roundtable Discussion, supra note 277, at 1 (noting that theoretical scholar· 
ship has become an "increasingly irrelevant tool for the practical work of arguing and 
deciding cases "). 
2s2 FRANKLIN E. ZIMRING, GORDON HAWKINS & SAM KAMIN, PUNISHMENT AND 
DEMOCRACY: THREE STRIKES AND YOU'RE OUT IN CALIFORNIA 13 (2001). 
2s3 Id . at 14-15. 
zs., For a widely embraced, interdisciplinary discussion of the core aspirations and 
limitations of postmodernism, see RICHARD RORTY, CONTINGENCY, IRONY, AND 
SOLJDARITY 27-28 (1989) (discussing how creating "one's mind is to create one's own 
language , rather than to let the length of one's mind be set by the language other hu -
man beings have left behind"). For discussions of postmodern legal theory, see , e.g., 
Allan C. Hutchinson, Identity Crisis: The Politics of Interpretation, 26 NEW ENG. L. REV. 
1173, 1184-1185 (1992) (asserting that "(p]ostmodernism is a flat rejection of universal 
knowledg e and an outright denial of essential truths") ; Dennis M. Patterson, Law's 
Pragmatism: Law as Practice and Narrative , 76 VA. L. REV. 937, 937-939 (1990) (sug-
gesting that "(t]he demise of foundationalism in twentieth century philosophical thought 
is largely reflected in the questions philosophers now ask. In epistemology , for example, 
debate has shifted from qu estions regarding the indubitable grounds for knowledge to 
an attempt to specify the conditions under which one can rightly claim to have knowl-
edge. "). 
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liberal judges a central theme of their politics, dating back to 
Richard Nixon ,285 and finding ample support in recent elec-
tions.286 
The right wing, including the Bush administration and 
former majority whip Tom Delay, has elevated the distrust of 
experts to a new level. For example, until overwhelming evi-
dence emerged in 2006 and 2007, the right wing routinely cited 
a few contrarian scientists who contended that global warming 
was not primarily a result of human activity. 287 The right 
wing's support for intelligent design suggests a similar disdain 
for hard science. 2ss 
As the authors of the Georgetown study point out, law pro-
fessors are active in law reform organizations, like the Ameri-
can Bar Association and the American Law Institute. 2ss No 
2s, See BookRags, America 1970-1979: Law and Ju st ice, http://www.bookrags.com/ 
history/america-1970s-law-and-justice/ (last visited Jun e 4, 2007) (on file with the Mis-
sissippi Law Journal) ("In his 1968 cam paign[,] Nixon told Americans th at the Supreme 
Court had overstep ped its constitutional role .... He pledged to appoint Supreme Court 
just ices who would reverse the liber al decisions of the Warren Court. Nixon's appoint-
ments did move the Supreme Court in a more conservative direction."); MARK TUSHNET, 
A COURT DIVIDED: THE REHNQUIST COURT AND THE FUTURE OF CONSTITUTIONAL LAW 
330 (2005) ("Nixon deliberately used Supreme Court nominations as par t of his law and 
order campaign aga inst the Warren Court and decided that he wanted 'young conserva-
tive nominees' .... "). During his pres iden cy, NLxon felt "persecuted by the East Coas t 
Establishment, which loomed over American life and includ ed the liberal intelligentsia 
at the universities and in think tanks; [and] the represe nt ati ves of the big newspapers 
and network newscasts .... " He believed that, "as a Republican and conservative .. . he 
was governing in a media and political atmosphere that was intrinsically hosti le to 
him." HALPERIN & HARRIS, supra note 32, at 31. One former protege of Karl Rove stated 
that the Republican Pa rty '"became a populist party under President Nixon because of .. 
. the res entment [toward] those elites."' Id. at 32. Vice President Spiro T. Agnew ques-
tioned "the values and legit imacy of the Establishment media generally - not only th e 
three networks but also the elite newspapers and national newsweek lies that collec-
tively set the agenda for how a president was covered." Id. 
21\6 See AlterNet, Nan Aron, Judicial Disappointments (Feb. 18, 2004) , 
http://www.alternet.org/story/l 7879 (on file with the Mississippi law Journal) (discuss-
ing President Bush's "campaign to stack the courts" and his "inedible mark on the fed-
era l judiciary"); Elizabeth Drew, Power Grab, N.Y. REVIEW OF BOOKS (June 22, 2006), 
available at http://www.nybooks.com/articles/19092 (on file with the Mississippi Law 
Journal) ("(T]he Bush adm ini stration, like previous administrations, has tried to ap-
point judg es compat ible with the Pr esident's views. But Bush has been striking ly suc-
cessfu l at putting extreme conservatives on the ben ch . ... "). 
287 See CHRIS MOONEY, THE REPUBLICAN WAR ON SCIENCE 56-64, 82 (2005). 
2ss See id. at 182-84. 
2sn McGinnis, Schwartz & Tisde ll , supra note 9, at 1194-95. 
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doubt, the ABA and ALI do influence the direction of the law.290 
But those organizations are open to lawyers of all political 
stripes, and no one can seriously contend that they are captives 
of left leaning academics.291 
Whatever influence left leaning law professors may have 
comes about haphazardly. That is, liberal law professors are 
not an especially well-organized group, with a single-minded 
agenda. By comparison , conservative groups have shown much 
greater acumen and discipline in advancing conservative ideol-
ogy.292 The Federalist Society has had far more influence than 
has any liberal organization. Its members influence the selec-
tion of law clerks by prominent conservative justices and 
judges. 293 Its members were active behind the scenes in assist-
ing the lawyers in Paula Jones' suit against (and setting the 
perjury trap for) President Clinton. 294 Conservative organiza-
200 The American Law Institute , About the American Law Institute , 
http://www.ali.org/doc/thislsALI.pdf (last visited June 4, 2007) (on file with the Missis· 
sippi Law Journal) ("The [ALI] ... engages in intensive examination and analysis of 
legal areas thought to need reform. This type of study generally culminates in a work 
product containing extensive recommendations or proposals for change in the law .... 
The American Law Institute-American Bar Association Committe e on Continuing 
Professional Education (ALIABA) produces books, periodicals , and audiovisual 
materials covering most areas of practi ce and offers courses of study and programs of 
instruction throughout the country .... "). 
291 Members of the American Law Institute are "selected on the basis of professional 
achievement and demonstrated intere st in the improvement of the law." The American 
Law Institute , Member ship Overview, http ://www.ali.org/ (last visited June 4, 2007) (on 
file with the Mississ ippi Law Journal). The ALI has a "respected reputation for 
thoughtful and impartial analysis and it aims to assure that its membership reflects 
both the qualit y and the diverse character of a rapidly changing profes sion." Id. 
292 See HALPERIN & HARRIS, supra note 32, at 22-23, 28 ("The Bu sh campaign and 
the Republican Party [in the 2004 defeat of John Kerry] simply were better organized 
than the Democrats .... Republicans had thick and frequently updated research books , 
clip files, video archives, and real-time trackin g of new data , as well as a full appre cia -
tion of the value of such tools .... Republicans und erstood the new environment of 
presidential politics more keenly than did the Democrats, and were far better position ed 
to benefit from it."). The authors further indi cate that "liberals have no system that 
comes close to [the Republican's] tribal cohesion and in putting as many oars in the 
water as possible to row in tandem." Id. at 299. See also HACKER & PIERSON, supra note 
152. 
z93 See LAZARUS, supra not e 168 and accompanying text; Bach, supra note 168 an d 
accompanying text. 
29·1 See JOE CONASON & GENE LYONS, THE HUNTING OF THE PRESIDENT: THE TEN 
YEAR CAMPAIGN TO DES'l'ROY BILL AND HILLARY CLINTON 126-27, 261-62 (St. Martin 's 
Press 2000) (discussing the various connections between the Jones camp and promin ent 
members of the Federalist Society); DAVID BROCK, BLINDED BY THE RIGHT: THE 
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tions like the John M. Olin Foundation are generous donors to 
conservative causes, incluc!.i.ng law schools. 295 Indeed, liberal 
foundations cannot match the wealth and, as a result, influence 
of conservative foundations. 296 
The Georgetown study authors also argue that liberal law 
professors influence the way in which legal debates are 
framed. 297 Similarly, former Boston University Dean Cass ar-
gued that liberal law professors write the case books and get to 
frame the issues in their classes. 298 No doubt, law professors 
must make choices about which texts to select and can pick ones 
that lean more towards their own perspective of the law. We 
must also frame questions, consciously and unconsciously di-
recting the focus of a class. But to conclude that this gives law 
professors meaningful power in shaping the law is contradicted 
by reality. No matter how left leaning, professors cannot ignore 
relevant modern Supreme Court case law and, other than ex-
treme conservatives, few can deny that this is one of the most 
conservative Courts in modern history. 299 Thus, even if liberal 
CONSCIENCE OF AN EX-CONSERVATIVE 331 (2002) ("The Federalist Society of right-wing 
lawyers ... had been at the heart of the anti -Clinton conspiracy .... "). 
295 The John M. Olin Foundation has given large sums of money to promote conser-
vative programs at prestigious colleges and universities. Some of the major donees 
include conservative law schools such as George Mason and the University of Virginia, 
as well as conservative groups such as the Fed era list Society and The Heritage Founda-
tion. Media Transparen cy, John M. Olin Foundation , Inc. Grant Recipients, 
http://www.mediatransparency.org/recipientsoffunder.php?funderID=7 (last visited Jun e 
5, 2007). 
296 See HALPERIN & HARRIS, supra note 32, at 38-39 (stating that the institutional 
elements of the conservative movement have grown su bstantia lly larger over the past 
forty years, while the liberal group power has shrunk). According to the authors, the top 
strategists of the current Republican administration "encoura geQ the spending of out-
side groups," and a "well-cultivated infrastructure ... mean[s] that there always [are] 
rich people ... willing to lend a hand." Id at 322. See also HACKER & PIERSON, supra 
note 152, at 9, 144 (stating that the Republican Part y in particular has "grown much 
more ... adept at targeting their re sources to maintain parti san unity and power .... 
Today, the GOP holds a two-to·one advantage in corpor a te donation s."). 
291 McGinnis, Schwartz & Tisdell, supra note 9, at 1190, 1193-05, 1201 (stating that 
libera l law school faculties generate innovative legal ideas, "color ... public expre ssions 
of expert ise-suc h as academic 'rating' of judges," influ ence lega l reform, and "generate 
new legal frameworks." Further stating that faculties "set law school curricula[,] ... 
determine what should be taught in class[,]" and arrange "workshops, symposia and 
other enga gements, which themselves generate policy discussions on campus ... "). 
298 DVD, supra note 14. 
299 See A Newly Conservative Supreme Court (NPR broadcast Oct . 2, 2006), available 
at http: //www.npr.org/temp lat es/st ory/story.php?story ld=6180004 (on file with the Mis-
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law professors are more inclined to argue that the Supreme 
Court should protect individual liberty and not property 
rights, 300 they cannot ignore cases like Lucas v. South Carolina 
Coastal Council 3o1 and other modern property rights cases. 302 
For many of us in the academy , the idea of liberal law pro-
fessors routinely shaping the law is fanciful. Law school 
changes students; but almost certainly, some students become 
more conservative, while others become more liberal , as they 
are forced to think more deeply about their ideas . That is a 
normal part of growing up. 303 Law students are adults, less 
likely to be swayed by their professors. 304 Furthermore, few of 
us believe that appeasing law professors influences Supreme 
Court Justices' views. 305 Some Justices, like Justice Scalia, 
seem to enjoy confounding liberals; 306 others, like Justice Ken-
nedy, lost their opportunity for eternal gratitude of liberals by 
voting in favor of President Bush in Bush v. Gore. 307 At best, 
the idea that liberal law professors are influencing the direction 
sissippi Law J ournal) (discussing the new conservative direction of the Supreme Court 
after the addition of Justic es Samuel Alito and John Robert s). It is possib le that "we 
will look back ... and say the conservatives finally got the Supreme Court they'd been 
tryin g to get for twenty years ." Id . (quoting Tom Goldstein, teac her at Stanford and 
Harvard Law Schools). 
300 United State s v. Carolene Products Co., 304 U.S. 144, 153 n.4 (1938). 
so, 505 U.S . 1003 (1992). 
302 See, e.g., Palazzolo v. Rhod e Island , 533 U.S. 606 (2001); Dolan v. City of Tigard , 
512 U.S. 374 (1994); Nollan v. California Coastal Comm 'n, 483 U.S . 825 (1987). 
303 See Vitiello, supra note 185, at 996; Daicoff, supra note 240. 
304 See Liptak , supra note 73 (quoting Judge Richard A. Posner) ("I don't think the 
liberal bia s of law school faculties has much impact on th e students .... Law st udents 
are careerists , and for them law school is career preparation, not Sunday chapel. "). 
305 The authors of the Georgetown st ud y argue that law professor s "can influenc e the 
current course of the law " through their assessment of Ju stices. McGinnis , Schwartz & 
Ti sdell , supra note 9, at 1196-97. They state that "Justic es are likely to alter their ju-
risprudence , at least at the margins, toward what the y would expect member s of the 
lega l academy to prefer." Id. 
:~l6 In a recent lecture , Ju stice Scalia declared that Bush v. Gore is old news and 
everyon e should just "get over it." Edward Lazaru s, Supreme Court Justice s' Increas ed 
Prop ensity to Speak Publicly: It May Be Positiv e At Times, But When the Ju stices 
Speak Out On Bush v. Gore, The y Only Do Furth er Dam age (Mar . 6, 2007), 
http://writ.news.findlaw.com/lazarus/20070306.html (last accessed Nov. 1, 2007) (on file 
with the Mississip pi Law Journal). 
:io, 531 U.S. 98 (2000). Mark Tu shnet's A Court Divided und ercut s the theory that 
Justices become more liberal while on the Court as a way of as suring their popularity. 
Tushnet suggests that Justi ces reflect the politics of th e president s that appointed them 
far more than genera lly recogniz ed. TUSHNET, supra note 285, at 319-45. 
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of the law is flattering; but, as argued below, it may also be 
dangerous. 
VIL SOME THOUGHTS BY WAY OF A CONCLUSION 
In thirty years of teaching law, I can think of no instance in 
which a colleague has been sanctioned for conservative political 
views. 308 Across the country, conservative faculty routinely ex-
press themselves without being denied or losing tenure. 309 No-
where can I find evidence that left leaning professors have run 
off conservative faculty. That is, conservatives seem quite free 
to voice their views without fear of reprisals. Although infre-
quent , the same cannot be sai d of some conservative religious 
schools where they might as well post LIBERALS NEED NOT 
APPLY signs above their doors. 310 And yet many conservative 
writers have spread a myth about the liberal bias rampant on 
campus and are attempti ng to create a new class of victims 
among students and prospective faculty members. 
Elsewhere, where it matters , conservatives have used the 
same tactic to undercut the credibi lit y of the national media. 
Routinely decrying the liberal media, right-wing talk show 
hosts, Fox News, and others have put the main stream media on 
the defensive. 311 According to some commentators, the con-
:10s In th e closest instance of politically correct thinking, in one instance a visiting 
professor used an inappropriate reference to African-Americans. The ad mini stration did 
respond by instituting remedial measures, including some diversity training for the 
st udent body and faculty the next semester. 
309 See, e.g., RICHARD J. HERRNSTEIN & CHARLES MURRAY, BELL CURVE: 
INTELLIGENCE AND CLASS STRUCTURE IN AMERICAN LIFE (1994). Critics of the left lean· 
ing bia s of th e academy urge the hiring of more conservatives; they do not contend that 
law faculties do not include conservatives. Nor do they cite examp les where conserva-
tives have been fired or denied tenur e of promotion because of their views. See 
McGinnis. Schwartz & Tisd ell, supra note 9. 
310 In modern history, during the McCarthy era, some left-wing professors did lose 
their jobs because of their political views. See Lisa Petrillo, Faculty Members See Bill as 
'Grave Th,·eat' to Freedom, UNION TRIBUNE (April 20, 2005), available at 
http://www.signonsandiego.com/news/educa tion/20050420 · 9999· 7 m20comm ies.html (on 
file with th e Missi ssippi Law Journal) (stating that "500 college professors nationwide 
... lost their jobs during the McCart hy era , many of them blacklisted for years after-
ward"). I can think of no similar systematic attempts to purge conservatives from our 
campuses. 
311 Some argue that complaint s of liberal bias ha ve "spooke d" the media, causing 
edito rs and reporters to "lean the other way, thus ensuring that news about politic s 
carries a conservative bias." HALPERIN & HARRIS, supra note 32, at 42. Liberals believe 
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certed efforts of the Republican National Committee and "new 
media" representatives like Matt Drudge and Rush Limbaugh 
led to John Kerry's defeat in 2004. 312 According to David Brock, 
a convert from the right-wing cause, liberal reporters work hard 
at achieving fairness. Conservative members of the media, see-
ing themselves as oppressed by liberals and in the service of a 
higher cause, have less regard for standards of fairness. 313 
The authors of the Georgetown study do not make radical 
recommendations for reforming the composition of law faculties. 
But that has not stopped radical right-wing critics of the acad-
emy from citing the report as more proof of the prejudice against 
them. 314 
I draw a few lessons from the attack on undergraduate in-
stitutions. One is that liberal professors ought to be sure that 
we do not stifle conservative students from expressing their 
views if we invite liberal students to express their views. 315 Fur-
thermore, we ought to be sure that we challenge superficial 
thinking of all of our students, not to avoid claims of bias, but 
because challenging our students' views is essential to our mis-
sion.316 
A second lesson is that data are important. For example, 
countering claims of bias by showing the lack of harm to stu -
that the rise of th e New Media is evidence that "conservatives have succeede d in 'work-
ing the refs ,' resultin g in timid coverage. " id. at 45. See also BROCK, supra note 294, at 
34 (discussing the neoconservatives' increased access to the "prest ige media" and their 
ability to label the liberal viewpoint as "dangerou s" and "un-Am erica n"). 
312 HALPERIN & HARRIS, supra note 32, at 4, 28-29. 
3 13 See BROCK, supra note 294, at 21-22 (describing the "cons ervat ive movement " as a 
"well-financed , tightly run political IT'achine intensely devoted to enacting a rigid ideo-
logical orthodoxy''). Brock further s tat es that "(i]n twe lve years of ri ght -wing journal-
ism, my work had never been fact-checked.' ' Id. at 295. The conservative media, which 
marketed it self as "objective journalism," justified it s ideological bias and less-than-
accurate reporting as a legitima te response to the perceived liberal bia ses of the media. 
Id . at 27. 
314 See discuss ion supra Section II. 
3 15 As I have argued elsewhere , soliciting st udent s' views is overrated. In stead , we 
ought to be forcing students to articulate rules, to under stand the policies th at drive 
those rules, and to apply the rul es before we worry about stu dents' views of the law . See 
supra notes 235-43 and accompanying text. 
316 Vitiello. supra note 185, at 997. 
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dents based on their political views is powerful.3 17 Empirical 
research was beyond the scope of this article. But a few areas of 
research come to mind: one is the need for a careful study of 
students' grades in law school, comparing credentials and politi-
cal persuasion to determine whether any bias exists. As I ar-
gued above, I doubt it. 318 More importantly , claims of bias 
against conservatives will pale if a thorough study of the appli-
cant pool (and the credentials of the candidates) demonstrates 
that it is not filled with large numbers of highly qualified con-
servative candidates who are passed over because of their 
views.3 19 Additional research might include the political views 
of adjunct faculty as well. s20 
Armed with good data, liberals ought to take the offensive. 
We ought to be proud of the virtues of liberalism, including its 
openness to ideas and the premium it places on liberty. We 
should not be embarrassed that liberals may be over-
represented on law faculties-as has become increasingl y clear: 
31 7 
[M]any administrators, faculty members, and students ... discussed the ac-
tua l conditions of academic freedom on the public campuses and the proce-
dures that were already in place to deal with intim idation , bias, and infringe-
ment of student s' rights. These witnesses were most effective in demonstrat-
ing the lack of problems concerning academic freedom and the effectiveness of 
existing institutional procedures. Testifying that academic freedom was well 
protected were 24 of 28 Pennsylvania students, 24 of 29 Pennsylvania faculty 
members, and all 8 of the ad mini strators, including the presidents of Pitt , 
Temple, and Millersville .... " 
James Bergquist, Co-chair, Academic Freedom Committee, American Association of 
University Professors (AAUP), The Saga of HR 177: Pennsylvania's Encounter with the 
"Academic Bill of Rights," http://www.aaup.org/AAUPIGR/ABOR/Resource s!Sagal 
77.ht m (last visited June 5, 2007) (on file with the Mississippi Law Journal). See also 
Testimony of Winifred Ann Frolick, graduate student at Duquesne University , 
http:/fwww.freeexchangeoncampus.org!index.p hp ?option =com_docman&task =doc_downl 
oad&gid =35&Itemid=25 (last visited June 5, 2007) (Testimony before the Pennsylvania 
Hou se Committee on Student Academic Freedom in a hearing concerning H.R. 177, 2005 
Leg. , 177th Sess . (Pa. 2005) ("I've had plenty of professors whose political beliefs were 
different from my own- sometimes drastically different . . . . At no point was I ever 
penalized for having beliefs differing from that of my professors .... Generally it was 
my 'difficult' professors , the ones who were most 'controversial' [from whom] I learned 
the most O since they made me dissect every part of my beliefs and learn to defend them 
.. . . Political bias in my exper ience just isn't a problem in Pennsylvania 's schools .... "). 
3i s See supra Section IV, pages 539-43 and accompanying note s. 
319 See supra Section IV, pages 537-39. 
320 See supra Section IV, pages 527-29 and notes 123, 127-28. 
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"As a general rule , libera ls are more open-minded in their pur-
suit of creativity, novelty, and diversity . .. "than are conserva-
tives. 321 
321 Jo st , supra note 177, at 664. 

